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ABSTRACT 

The servo actuating and corresponding energy distribution subsystem com- 
prise approximately 80%of an aircraft's flight control system weight.    Con- 
sequently,  whenever subsystem tradeoff studies are conducted it is desirable 
to select the optimum design with respect to weight and other similar param- 
eters.    This study investigates and develops such an optimal design process. 
A sample problem was selected an an optima1 technique formulated and 
applied to the problem.    The sample problem was a fixed-configuration 
hydraulic actuation and power system.    The study objectives were to optimize 
weight,  dollar cost,   size,  dynamic performance,  and reliability as a function 
of the system'8 independent design parameters.    The parameters included 
pressure,  actuator area,  actuator torque arm,  and plumbing tube sizes. 
Parameter optimization was accomplished by fixed grid and random search- 
ing techniques.    Within the framework of parameter optimization,  a design 
philosophy was formulated which allowed dissimilar terms (e.g. ,  weight in 
pounds and dollar cost in dollars) to be combined to form a total performance 
criterion for the system.    When the optimization technique was applied to the 
sample problem,  the performance criterion showed little variation as a func- 
tion of the parameters being optimized.    All of the cost functions had large 
nominal values and only slight Variation? about this nominal.    To reaJize the 
potential of the design technique developed in this study,   different design 
concepts and possible variations of each one she uld be considered,  to reach a 
more meaningful optimum design. 

Thi« document is subject to special export control! and each 
transmittal to foreign government« or foreign national« may 
K- with prior approval of the Atr Force Flight 
Dynamic« Laboratory, Air Force Syatama Command, United 
State» Air Force. 
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SECTION I 

INTRODUCTION 

1.      BACKGROUND 

For each advanced aerospace vehicle,  tradeoff studies are performed to 
develop the best design for the established requirements.    So that the trade- 
off studies are meaningful,  the subsystem and system designer raust have 
realistic information,   particularly on weight and performance.    In the area 
of sei vo-actuating subsystem design,   this information often is based solely 
on an individual's educated guess rather than on an established technical 
method.    This policy allows the bias from the designer's background and 
experience to influence the system design; also,  often it is difficult to deter- 
mine whether the selected design is optimum with respect to those factors 
that are used to judge a particular design,   such as weight,  performanr e, 
size,  cost,  and reliability. 

The purpose of this study was to investigate the selection of parameters for 
an optimum,  actuation-system design for a fixed-configuration system.   This 
optimization procedure is commonly called "parameter optimization. "  This 
is only one small portion of the optimal design problem.    For a truly optimal 
design,  i* would be necessary to consider different design concepts.    Within 
the framework of parameter optimization,  a design philosophy was formu- 
lated that allowed dissimilar terms (e. g. ,  weight in pounds and dollar cost 
in dollars) to be combined to form a total performance criterion for the 
system.    The results of this work were applied to a sample problem. 

This study concentrates on the muscle portion of the servo-actuating subsys- 
tem; that is,  the energy source and the valve actuator.    The reason for 
deciding on this subsystem was that the majority of the flight-control system 
weight is associated with the actuation and power supply system.    For 
example,  the estimated weight breakdown for Douglas's proposed C-5A 
flight control system is as follows: 

Pilot 
Con- 
trols 

Auto- 
matic 
Flight 

Control 
System 

Actuation 
Systems 

Flight Control 
Hydraulic System 

3% 16% 40% 41% 

With regard to the titles i" the above chart,   PILOT CONTROLS and AUTO- 
MATIC FLIGHT CONTROL JVSTEM are self-explanatory; however, 
ACTUATION SYSTEMS and FLIGHT CONTROL HYDRAULIC SYSTEM need 
additional explanation     Actuation Systems x"cfci  to «ill components that per- 
tain directly to the aileron,  elevator,   and rudder actuation system«.    Flight 
Control Hydraulic System refers to all components primarily in the hydraulic 
power supply system that do not pertain directly to any individual actuation 
system. 



2.     APPROACH 

The following paragraphs describe the organization of the plan used to 
develop the optimal design process. 

a. Determination of the Present State-of-the-Art 

A survey was conducted to determine the status of actuation system, design in 
the aerospace industry.    The actuation systems were restricted to those 
having torque outputs and included hydraulic,, pneumatic, and mechanical 
systems used in the industry. 

b. Selection of a Sample Design Problem 

Based on the data obtained from the survey,  an actuation design problem was 
chosen for use in the development and application of the optimization 
technique. 

c. Generation of a Mathematical Model 

Because the optimal technique is an analytical process,  it was necessary to 
generate mathematical relationships of the cample problem correlating its 
design parameters with the system outputs being optimized. 

d. Formulation of a Specific Optimization Technique 

The parameter optimization process best suited to this problem had to be 
selected and a method formulated for combining the vario-s system outputs 
so that meaningful results could be obtained. 

e. Integration of the Optimization Technique With the Design Problem 

A theoretical system design utilizing the sample problem and the desired 
optimization technique was demonstrated with the aid of a computer.    In this 
way,  general design guidelines were established and solutions to major 
problem areas could be emphasized. 

f. Evaluation of the Derived Design Technique 

The usefulness of the new design technique was evaluated by comparison with 
current design methods and with any related efforts outside of Douglas.    A 
review council,  comprised of experienced Douglas design engineers,  was 
established to provide counseling during the study and evaluation of the 
results upon completion of the study. 
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SECTION II 

DESIGN PROBLEM 

1.     STATE-OF-ART SURVEY 

The actuation system state of the art was established by a literature search. 
Its purpose was to determine the state of the art of servo actuation techniques 
in contemporary aerospace flight-control systems.    The ground rules,  made 
to regulate the extent to which the various aircraft,  missile,  and booster 
actuation systems were investigated,  are as follows: 

a. Only those systems that had torque outputs were considered. 

b. The choice of an actuating system often depends on its required 
power supply; therefore,  the peer supplies also were included. 

c. Only the valve actuator and load were considered in the servo 
actuation portion of the system.    Amplifiers,  feedback tranducers, 
and otiier electrical components fall logically into ancther category 
and were not included.    The power distribution and usage portions 
were the elements included in the survey (Figure 1). 

INPUT SIGNAL SUMMING AMPLIFICATION 
POWER 

DISTRIBUTION POWER USAGE 

i i 

FEEDBACK 
SIGNAL - 

Figure 1. General Flight Control Actuation System 

. 



The type of systems investigated were divided into three basic design concepts: 
(1) electrohydraulic,  (2) electropneumatic,  and ("}) electromechanical. 
Because of the amount of information collected, it is impossible tn include 
all of it here.    Essentially,  the information consisted of a general comparison, 
a review of current and advanced technology,  and a discussion of problem 
areas for each concept.    With regard to hydraulic systems,  advanced tech- 
nology is primarily concerned with reliability improvement,  efficiency 
improvement,  and compatibility with high-temperature environments.    Its 
principal problem areas are associated with temperature sensitivity, contam- 
ination sensitivity,   storage,   serviceability,   and multiple-energy conversions. 
With regard to pneumatic systems,  compressibility is the major problem 
area,    The advanced technology is primarily concerned with the reduction of 
actuator volumes and the use of various types of feedback compensation.  With 
mechanical systems,  clutching is the major problem area,   and as a result, 
these systems are limited to those having relatively small loads.    Therefore, 
advanced technology is mainly concerned with the development of clutching 
arrangements capable of handling larger loads. 

The results indicated that hydraulics is the most universal design concept 
and the most widely used type of actuation system in the aerospace industry. 
Hydraulics has the unique capability of combining the flexibility of pneumatics 
with the stiffness of a mechanical device,  thus making it adaptable -to most 
applications.    The extensive use of hydraulic actuation systems and the large 
quantity of design information available on hydraulics led to the recommen- 
dation that a hydraulic concept be used for the optimization study design prob- 
lem.    Because of the greater familiarity with hydraulics in the  field  of 
actuation,  fewer problems were anticipated in the application of new design 
techniques.     Furthermore,   a design study based upon the hydraulic concept 
will yield a more meaningful evaluation. 

2.      SAMPLE PROBLEM 

The flight control systems of piloted aircraft are undergoing an evolution. 
Historically,   the reliable primary flight control system consisted of a 
mechanical link between the pilot and the control surface.    With the advent 
of supersonic and hypersonic aircraft,  however,  it is becoming more difficult 
to cope with the problems associated with a mechanical linkage system,   such 
as backlash,  friction,  inertia,   elasticity,  and other nonlinearities.    As a 
result,   considerable effort is being expended iu the development of alternate 
control schemes with adequate reliability,  that is,  fly-by-wire systems.    In 
this type of control scheme,   redundancy is usod to obtain the reliability pre- 
viously associated with a mechanical linkage system.    An example,  that 
emphasizes the problems associated with a mechanical linkage system is the 
flight-control system proposed by Douglas for the C-5A.     This system 
includes a fly-by-wire mode of operation so that it c;r. meet the teriaiu- 
lollowing requirements.    These requirements are so severe that it is not 
possible for the mechanical linkage system,  by itself,  to provide the 
necessary performance. 



The newly designed subsystems and components for a fly-by-wire system will 
have many stringent requirements,   such as high reliability,  low cost, mini- 
mum weight,  and dimensional limitations,  and must be able to operate nor- 
mally over a wide environmental range.    TheS*J factors, plus the fact that the 
actuation and power supply systems dominate the flight-control system weight, 
resulted in the decision to use an aircraft system for the design problem. 
Also,  because Douglas had recently proposed a flight-control system for the 
C-5A,   it was decided to use the C-5A hydraulic-system design requirements 
as a guide in establishing the problem.    Generation of an optimal design tech- 
nique was considered more important than optimizing a particular system,   so 
it was further decided to select only a portion of the flight-control actuation 
system and to simplify it to only the fundamental characteristics.    After an 
optimal technique and corresponding procedural guidelines have been estab- 
lished,   recommended future work will consider optimization of ai actual sys- 
tem.    In line with these decisions,  a simplified version of the C-5A elevator 
actuation system was chosen for the design problem.    A schematic of this 
simplified system is shown in Figure 2.    Its essential features include the 
following: 

a. A tandem valve actuator combination. 

b. Dual control surfaces,  thus requiring four separate valve actuators. 

c. One hydraulic power supply consisting of a pump,   reservoir, 
accumulator,   and a considerable length of plumbing. 

d. Mechanical linkage between the pilot and control surface as a backup 
for electrical input signals. 

The vehicle performance requirements that apply to the elevator system and 
used in this study are the following: 

a. A+25° to - 1 5    maximum control-surface deflection. 

b. A maximum control surface rate of 40    per sec. 

c. A maximum hinge-moment capability of 48, 000 in.  lb per actuator 
per piston. 

d. Design considerations at normal operating fluid temperatures 
include a maximum rate at zero hinge moment and one-half 
maximum rate at three-quarters maximum hinge moment. 

o 
e. A design consideration at -40 F fluid temperature of one-quarter 

maximum rate at zero hinge moment. 

1p£vi  Step icgpuuse  wiih a 
0. 1 sec rise time. 

In this design problem,  the requirements will remain fix?d and will constitute 
the minimum performance that the actuation system must meet,  regardless 
of its design. 
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The actuation system dependent variables that wih be optimized and that are 
called vehicle constraints are the following: 

a. Weight. 

b. Dollar cost. 

c. Size. 

d. Reliability. 

e. Dynamic performance. 

These constraints were selected arbitrarily.    Ofchsr factors could be added to 
this list; however, these five seemed to be the most pertinent at the time the 
study originated. 

The following actuation system design parameters that will be considered as 
independent variables in the optimization process are: 

a. System pressure having a range of values from 2, 000 psi to 
6, 000 psi. 

b. Actuator piston area having a range of values from nominal (that 
area required to meet the performance requirements,) to a + 2 sq inch. 

c. The length of the torque arm between the actuator and the load 
having a range of values from 4 in,   to 8 in. 

O o 
d. Fluid temperature having a range of values from -40 F to +200 F. 

e. The plumbing tube sizes have a range from 0. 5 to 1.0 in. OD„ 

3.     MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

For application of an analytical technique to the design of hardware,  mathe- 
matical relationships must be formulated that relate the hardware design 
parameters to the end product.     In this case    the ent product is a theoretical 
design having an optimum combination of weight,   cost,   size,   reliability,  and 
dynamic performance.    For example,  the weight of each component being 
considered will be related to the applicable system design parameters.    A 
combination of ail the necessary relationships produces the mathematical 
model.    When combined,  the relationships which are independent of time, are 
termed the steady-state model.    Those which depend on time are called the 
dynamic model.    The boundarv mnriitinns t\r a« sumptions used to guide the 
formulation of these mathematical models include: 

a.    The hydraulic system state of the art is based upon a nominal supply 
pressure of 3, 000 psi.    For pressure greater than 3, 000 psi, a 
penalty factor is added so that approximately the same factor of 
safety is retained. 



b. The same component configuration will be used,   regardless of 
variation in the independent design parameters. 

c. The effect of the pump power requirement upon the vehicle will not 
be considered. 

d. The valve actuator supporting structure will be considered a rigid 
body. 

e. The torque arm between the actuator and the load will be considered 
a rigid link with its length being the onJy item of interest. 

f. The effect of development time,   experience,   quantity,  expected life, 
and detail design will not be considered on any of the vehicle constraints. 

g. A size factor will be used instead of volume because the volume of 
some components is not too meaningful.    This characteristic has to 
be judged on the basis of the type of vehicle being used; for example, 
transport versus fighter vehicle. 

h.      The electrical portion of the flight-control system is not being 
considered. 

i.      The dynamic response of a hydraulic actuation system is not the 
same for different input amplitudes.    As a result,   there could possi- 
bly be an optimum dynamic performance associated with each input 
amplitude and so  the  decision was  made at the beginning of 
the study to simplify this requirement and limit investigations to 
10% inputs. 

a.     Steady-State Model 

The steady-state model is separated into sections,  each of which represents 
an individual component or subassembly.    The required relationships are 
developed and the corresponding output equations for each section are sum- 
marized in Appendix I.    Each of the various component and uubassembly con- 
figurations will be described briefly.    Obviously, more or less sophisticated 
relationships could have been used and different assumptions made.   Howew, 
the fact that they have been considered and used is of prime importance 
because they provide the ground work upon which the optimization structure 
mast be built. 

(1)    Pump 

The pump is a variable-delivery,  variable-angle unit with a rated speed of 
3, 6C0 rpm.    A photograph of this pump is shown in Figure 3.    Pump design 
is U«SLU on a working pressure of 3, Oüü psi.    As a result,  when supply pres- 
sures less than 3, 000 psi are used,  an over-designed condition will occur and 
a weight penalty realized.    For pressures greater than 3, 000 psi,  an 
appropriate correction factor is added to the basic 3, 000 psi relationship. 





(2) Accumulator 

Cylindrical piston type and spherical bladder type accumulators are available 
for this type of application.    Because Douglas originally proposed the spheri- 
cal type for the C-5A,   it will be used in this study.    Familiarity,   succeasful 
utilization in past applications,  and lighter weight are the primary taccors 
which influenced the decision in favor of the spherical accumulator.    A 
photograph of a typical urrit is shown by Figure 4. 

Because no limit exists upon the duration of the aircraft's requirement for 
maximum power,  the pump is sized to accommodate the total required power 
at rated revolutions per minute and the accumulator will be used to minimize 
the effect of pressure disturbances in the hydraulic system. 

(3) Reservoir 

The reservoir will be a boot-strap type unit.   It eliminates the adverse effects 
in the hydraulic system caused by changes of aircraft attitude and acceleration 
loadings,  and because it is airless,  does not contribute to the undesirable 
quantity of air dissolved in the hydraulic fluid.    A photograph of this type of 
reservoir is shown by Figure 6. 

(4) Tubing 

The supply and return system tubing has been divided into two sections. 
Section No.   I (as shown in Figure 2) is from the pump to the place where the 
plumbing branches out to each elevator valve actuator package.    Section No. 2 
includes all of the tubing from the branch point to Elevators 1 and 2 or 3 and 
4.    Tubing sizes can vary between sections and between the supply and return 
systems; however, within a section,  the sizes are constant.    Steel tubing is 
used for the supply system and aluminum for the return system. 

(5) Valve Actuator Package 

The valve actuator package is tailored after the uuit used by Boeing for the 
727 elevator-actuation system.    Figures 6 and 7 are photographs of this unit. 
The various relationships that pertain to this unit are divided into the follow- 
ing groups:   actuator, valve assembly,  and valve-actuator package.    Even 
though the valve and actuator are tandem units,  the one hydraulic system will 
be used tc supply both parts of these units.    Also, for simplification, the 
same input signal will be used for each elevator so that the flow is equally 
divided. 

(6) Mechanical Linkage 

The C-5A ilight control system included a mechanical link between the pilot 
and the elevator control surfaces.    Because tVt* weight of the mechanical link 
was about 15% of all the components and subassemblies directly associated 
with the elevator system, the linkage weight was included in the model.   None 
of the independent parameters influenced its design; therefore,  the weight 
was considered a constant.    A schematic is shown by Figure 8. 
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Figure 4. Spherical Type Accumulator 



Figure 5. Boot Strap Reservoir 
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b.     Dynamic Model 

The time-dependent relationships which constitute the dynamic model are 
concerned solely with the dyivarmc performance of the actuation system.   The 
development of a function to represent dynamic performance it» complicated 
by the numerous quantities that must be considered to adequately describe it. 
Mopt measures of dynamic performance are stated in terms of the closed 
loop behavior of the system (for example,  its bandwidth and rise time),    It is 
particularly difficult to relate these terms to the independent variables used 
in the optimization procedure.    It is clear that changing the terms involving 
the system pressure,  actuator area,  and actuator moment arm in ».he trans- 
fer function without changing the system compensation is meaningless.    As a 
result,  it was decided initially to use a method to derive a measure of dynamic 
performance which utilized control loop gains as well as the actuation system 
design parameters.    The integrated-square-error (ISE) criterion was selected 
for this purpose because a system designed to this criterion results in an 
optimal following system.    That is,  the optimum system will be defined as 
the system that yields a minimum integrated-square  error between a refer- 
ence input and the system output (see Figure 9).    Thus, the optimum system 
will provide the best reproduction of the input signal.    In addition,  the ISE 
was selected because it provided a numeric that described the optimum sys- 
tem and because a reference input having the desired bandwidth and rise time 
could be chosen. 

Because dynamic performance was being optimized for only 10% input signals, 
it was possible to use a linear representation of the valve-actuator-load com- 
bination as shown by the actuation block of Figure 9.    This linear model is 
developed in Appendix II. 

The ISE can be calculated analytically and the optimal parameters evaluated 
for systems of low order.    For this study,  however,  a two-level optimization 
procedure is required; first,  the system independent variables must be speci- 
fied and then,   second,  the parameters of the control system such as Ka (the 
amplifier gain) have to be evaluated.    This results in nonlinear algebraic 
equations which are hard to solve; therefore,  an alternate technique was 
employed because for the purpose of the study,  only the ISE is needed. 

The alternate technique consisted of simulating the system on the analog com- 
puter and evaluating the minimum ISE.    This was done by first setting the 
parameters of the actuation system and then selecting the control system 
gains to yield the minimum ISE. 

From the development of the linear model included in Appendix II,  it is seen 
that a change  in system pressure will affect only the K« term.    Because this 
term appears only in loop gains involving independent control system para- 
meters,  it is clear that the system can be made independent of pressure 
changed.    Therefore,  the oniy terms that can affect the system ISE are the 
actuator area and the actuator moment arm thus making it an implicit rather 
than an explicit function of the pressure losses through the plumbing and the 
metering valve.    Further inspection of the linearized block diagram leads one 
to the conclusion that changes in area and moment arm should be identical 
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Figure 9. Integrated Square Error Generation 

within a gain change in the forward loop.    Simulation of the system on the 
computer verified this result and allowed thelSEto be expressed as a function 
of the product of area and moment arm.    Because the actuator-load resonant 
frequency is also a function of this same product,  it was found that ISE 
decreased when the product increased. 

One disadvantage of the ISE is that it does not indicate when the dynamic per- 
formance is adequate.    That is,  because a following device is being designed, 
any increase in open-loop resonant frequency that allows more faithful follow- 
ing o.C the reference input will result in a decreased ISEo    However, if the 
previous system were adequate,  the improved performance indicated by the 
ISE is misleading because the improvement is not required.    Another disad- 
vantage of the ISE is that no knowledge is available of how well the system 
could have been made to perform if additional and/or different types of 
compensation had been used.    For these reasons,  it was felt that the ISE 
created an artificial function and did not contain adequate design information. 

In an effort to define a new measure of dynamic performance that would be 
more meaningful (especially to the designer),  a function of the open-loop 
resonant frequency was sought. 

Experience at Douglas has shown that it is possible to achieve adequate per- 
formance of the control system if the load-actuator resonant frequency is at 

i/ 
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least four times the desired bandwidth of the actuation control loop.   In some 
instances,   it was possible to reduce this factor to as low as 2. 5.    Several 
things should be borr» in mind concerning these statements:   (1) the size of 
this factor is also a function of the flight control loop within wh'ch the actua- 
tion system is placed; (2) this work was done entirely with flow control valves 
and the load-actuator poles are virtually undamped in this case; and (3)factors 
greater than four allow the designer greater flexibility and simplify the prob- 
lem of compensation.   Figure 10 shows a plot of the open-loop poles and zeros 
of the system transfer function as a function of the load-actuator resonant 
frequency.    The damping associated with these poles is caused by the dynamic 
pressure feedback.    An additional feature of a function based only on the 
resonant frequency is that no compensation of the control loop need be con- 
sidered as was the case with the ISE.    Referencing the block diagrams in 
Appendix II, the load-actuation resonant frequency per actuator can be written 
as 

2 ?   7 
A R 2fiA    R 

p      v ■_ p 

an 

The volume of the actuator cai; be written as 
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Figure 10. Resonant Frequency Root Locus 
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The resonant frequency becomes 

!    max V !/2 

Numerous function« can be developed if only wnis considered as a 
measure of dynamic performance.     Two such functions  are  shown in 
Sectioi:  IV. 
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SECTION III 

OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUE 

1.      PROBLEM STATEMENT 

The problem under consideration is the method for choosing optimal syBtem 
parameters.    The optimal system is defined as the system that maximizes 
the chosen performance index (P. I. ).   For this actuation design problem,  the 
system pressure,   actuator area,   actuator moment arm,  and tube diameters 
are chosen to maximize a function of the weight,   volume,   dollar cost,   relia- 
bility,  dynamic performance,   and environmental sensitivity.    To state this 
mathematically,,  let S be a physical system or process 

The parameter vector u is the system pressure,   actuator area,  actuator 
moment .arm,  and tube diameters and x is the output vector and is composed 
of the weight, volume,   dollar cost,   reliability,  dynamic performance,  and 
environmental sensitivity.    Therefore,  P. I. QPX(U) must be defined.    Let 

P.I.opT(u)   =   MAX P.I. (u) 

n 

P.I. (u)    =   ]T   f.J.(x) 
i = l 

xj    =  8j(H.) J   =   1,  2, . . . ,m 

In general,  the equations defining the a/stem will be nonlinear.    The math 
model derived in the previous section related the parameter vector to the 
system outputs.    The following sections relate the system outputs to the cost 
functions,  J.,   and the cost functions to the total performance criterion. 

2.  COST FUNCTION DEVELOPMENT 

The development of the cost functions is a task that requires considerable 
judgment by the designer.    One fundamental problem is the generation of a 
numeric that will adequately represent the vehicle constraints.    Also,   it is 
desirable to have common bounds on all of the variables.    If this is not done. 
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the difference in the absolute value« of the different system outputs will affect 
the optimization procedure.    Therefore, a numeric bounded between aero and 
one was used for the cost functions.    Thus, in a maximum searching system, 
one corresponds to the best possible systemt  and zero to the worst. 

Develop-nent of the cost function to be used on each vehicle constraint will 
depend on the design requirements of that vehicle.    For example, if all incre- 
mental decreases in system weight are equally important, a linear weighting 
on the to'al system weight might be desirable.    One method of developing a 
linear weighting is to compare the calculated weight with a reference weight. 
For the study, the reference weight is dei ned as the weight calculated with 
use ot standard design techniques.    With uje of this cost function,, absolute 
changes from the reference weight (Wn) are weighted identically.    One 
possible form of the cost function is 

Ji =   1 W 

Thus, whei the veight is equal to the referenca weight, J. ■ l/ii„  and varies 
as shown by Figure 11. 

Note that the cost function could be lesa than zero if the weight increased to 
more than twice the reference weight.   If it is mean'ngful to consider auch 
cases for the system being designed, the cost function must be redefined. 

SYSTEM WEIGHT 

Figure 11. Weight Cost Function 
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For other systems,  any actuation system weight less than a maximum allow- 
able weight,  (Wrnax# ),  might be permissible.    For such a system,  a cout 
function such as 

J.   =   1/2    1 - sgn (W - W max. 

might be appropriate.    This cost function is zero when W >W"m_^ , and is one 
when W< W„ax> .    Beside,   the two possible cost functions mentioned, many 
interesting linear and nonlinear weightings could be derived to meet the 
requirements of a given design problem. 

A vehicle constraint that requires special consideration is the volume of the 
system.    Consideration of the elements that comprise an actuation system, 
?eads to the conclusion that total volume is not a meaningful quantity for many 
of the elements.    For instance,  the length of the actuator is a more critical 
quantity than the total volume of the valve actuator assembly because thr 
valve can be shaped to fit the space available.    Therefore, volume per se was 
not used as the cost function.    A quantity that is defined in this study as a 
space factor was substituted.    The spa^e factor 10 a combination of each ele- 
ment's critical dimensions,   such as,   actuator length,  volume of the pump and 
accumulator,  and the length and diameter of the reservoir.    One method of 
deriving a space factor is to define - subcost function for each term of the 
space factor.    The space factor is defined as the sum of these subcost func- 
tions.    With use of the ideas presented earlier,  a suitable cost function might 
be defined as fallows:   if the volume of the elements for which volume is the 
important factor is summed,  a suitable subgoal might be 

Vl   = 
1 - Veq/2 Veq nom 

where Veq is the current volume and Veq^om is the reft -ence volume which 
might be the value given by standard design techniques.    If the length of (he 
actuator is a critical dimension,  a suitable subgoal might be 

=   i - ACTL/2ACTL nom 

where ACTL is the current actuator length and ACTLnorn is a reference 
length.     The space factor cost function might be defined as 

J   =   1 - VOL/2VOL nom 

where VOL is the current value of 

n 

VOL = Y   f.V. 
n /.    1   1 

r.   S   i.'"1 

1=1 
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and VOLi,om is a value calculated as a reference.    The f.'s are emphasis 
factors which must be specified by the designer. 

Each critical dimension should be assigned a subgoal and the weighting 
coefficients chosen to represent their importance to the total cost function. 

The dollar cost function exhibited no unusual characteristic and was carried 
along as a linear cost function in this study. 

The reliability cost function was found to be almost independent of the inde- 
pendent variables of the study and was simply carried along as a linear cost 
function. 

The environmental sensitivity cost function is another factor that requires 
some special attention.    It is clear that dynamic performance and environ- 
mental sensitivity are closely related. In terms of the actuator design problem, 
ihe only term in the environmental sensitivity cost function would be the bulk 
modulus of the oil.    This term directly affects the actuator load resonant fre- 
quency,  which is the term that affects the dynamic performance cost function. 
A definition of an environmental sensitivity cost function that might be mean- 
ingful is the comparison of the worst-case dynamic performance with the 
nominal dynamic performance for each design.    Thu3,  if max.   (Dyn. P. ) is 
defined to be the maximum (or minimum) value of the dynamic performance 
cost function caused by the change in bulk modulus of the oil, then 

J. .      max. (Dyn. P. ) - Dyn. P. 
1 Dyn. P. 

This function could exceed the bounds of one if the maximum value of dynamic 
performance were greater than twice the nominal value.    This would indicate 
extreme sensitivity to environmental factors and that the design should 
probably be rejected. 

3.     SYSTEM PERFORMANCE INDEX 

As noted earlier,   a performance index that can be us sd to indicate the total 
merit of a particular design is: 

n 

I f.J. 
l  l 

where the J^'s again are the cost functions.    The f^ tern-is are called emphasis 
coefficients and are used to denote the particular importance oi rach cost 
function to the design.    If v.e make the follow~g restriction 

n 

f. 100 
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then the f^'s can be used to denote a percentage importance of each cost func- 
tion to the whole system.    It is apparent why the Jj's were bounded between 
zero and one; otherwise    the emphasis coefficients would lose their connota- 
tion of percentage emphasis. 

4.     COMPUTER PROGRAMS 

The computer programs developed for the optimal design problem are tool? 
for the evaluation of the performance indexes.    Two separate programs were 
developed to provide information to the designer. 

The first program (No.   1) was developed primarily f_r providing information 
concerning the sensitivity of the cost functions.     This is important for choos- 
ing the emphasis coefficients because the a priori guess may lead to a domi- 
nation of the P. I.  by one cost function.    The maximum deviation of each cost 
function must be considered in context with its emphasis coefficient.    To pro- 
vide the sensitivity information,  the parameter space was systematically 
searched by imposing a fixed grid on the space.     The co3t functions and the 
performance index were evaluated and printed at each point on the grid.    This 
information can be evaluated and the emphasis coefficients updated as required. 
A ilow diagram representing the essential features of this program is shown 
in Figure 12.     A detailed description and a listing of the program are  located 
in Appendix III. 

The second prograin (No.   2) developed was primarily intended for choosing 
the optimal system.    Nun.erous techniques of linear and nonlinear program- 
ming are available for this purpose.    Because there are bounds on the param- 
eter space and on the cost functions,   the problem is fundamentally a nonlinea 
programming problem.    One of the more popular searching techniques is the 
gradient method.    Application of this technique to this problem,   however,   is 
complicated by the inclusion of the tube diameters as independent variables. 
The tube diameters are discrete variables; that is,   they take on only a finite 
number of states,   and special techniques must be used for handling discrete 
variables.    Another popular searching technique is the random search or an 
extension,   the adaptive random search.    Its chief advantage is the simplicity 
of the programming.    It has the disadvantage,   however,   that it may take 
excessive run time on the computer.     There are two tradeoffs to consider: 
(1) whether it is more efficient,   in terms of the computer,   to calculate the 
gradient or to accept the wrong guesses of the random search,   or (2) whether 
it is more efficient,   in terms of manpower,   to use a simple program at the 
expense of computer time.     After some experience with the fixed-grid 
searching profam,   it was found that the program took little machine time, 
so the adaptive random search program was chosen.    A flow diagram repre- 
senting the essential features of this program is shown in Figure  13.   Detailed 
descriptions of the random search technique and of the No.   2 program are 
located in Appendix IV.    Listings that differ from the No.   1 program are also 
included. 
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SECTION IV 

APPLICATION 

„.,     h.hiiggpm 

The cost functions for the sample problem are developed in this section and 
the results of the optimization procedure are discussed.    The design require- 
ments and restrictions are given in paragraphs 2 and 3 of Section II.    To 
supply a reference value for all cost functions using a linear weighting,  a 
nominal system was designed using the design criterion of the Douglas pro- 
posal for the C-5A.    This also provided a convenient measure of the merit of 
the new design. 

1.     COST FUNCTIONS 

a.     Weight Cost Function 

In the derivation of the sample problem.,   it was felt that weight in each por- 
tion of the actuation system was equally important; in addition,   it was felt 
that increases and decreases in the weight of each portion of the system were 
also equally important.    Therefore,   a cost function using the total weight of 
the system with a linear weighting was used.    That is 

J.   = 
i 

1 - W/2W nom 

When it was felt that weight in one section of the system was more important 
than weight in another section, a compound cost function, similar to the 
volume cost function described earlier, could be used. Fir example, weight 
that is located a considerable distance from the center-of-gravity (CG) of the 
aircraft might be more critical than weight located near the CG and, hence, 
the former weight should receive more emphasis in the cost function than the 
latter. 

b.     Space Factor Cost Function 

With use of the ideas presented in Section III,   the space factor cost function 
was defined as a sum of the critical dimensions of the elements of the actua- 
tion system.    An equivalent volume was defined as the sum of the volumes of 
the elements for which total volume was thought to be an important factor. 
For this example,   only the pump and the accumulator were included in this 
sum.    Equivalent volume was added as one of the subgoals of the space factor 
cost function.   The reservoir was not a shape that cculd be adequately 
described by a volume.    It was thought that the diameter of the lt-ge end and 
the length of the reservoir were a better description.    Therefore,  these two 
critical dimensions were each included as subgoals.    Another critical dimen- 
sion was the length of the actuator.    It was felt that volume was not an ade- 
quate descriptor because the valve can be shaped to fit the volume available. 
Length,  however,  can be very critical in terms of the design of the aircraft 
structure.    For this problem,  the diameter of the actuator was not critical. 
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In any aircraft with a narrow section,  however,  it might be very important. 
The original definition cf the cost function included these four terms with 
equal weighting and with a linear subgoal for each term.    The reference value 
for each of the linear subgoals was the value obtained using standard design 
practice.    Thus,  the cost function is written as 

1 —£- 
4Sfi 
i-1 

I 
i=l 

f.Q. 

Where 

Q,   = 1 - 
Veq 

Iqn 
I 

om 

1 - ACTL 
2ACTL nom 

Q3  = 
RED 

2RED nom 

o    - i .     REL 
U4  -  l     2REL 

no'-a 

In the design of the C-5A structure,  the space available for the actuator was 
limited in length by the supporting structure.    To include the effect of this 
design restriction,  an additional weighting was placed on any design that 
required a length of actuator longer than the length readily available.    That 
is,  a term 

1/8 [1 - sgn(5.5-R)J 

was added to the actuator length subgoal,  where 5.5 in. is the maximum 
length readily available.    The term penalize« the use of any actuator longer, 
than the maximum length on an equal basis.    This restriction is not meant 
to limit the length, but to give some importance to the extra problems 
involved in using the longer moment arm. 

c.     I^ti^Tnic ??rfortn*,icf? Co?* F*Uüction 

As discussed in Appendix II,  two variations were investigated.    The ISE 
model indicates improved performance whenever the resonant frequency of 
the load-actuator combination is increased.    This presents a problem, 
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because system requirements already have been «stablished.   Investigation 
of the system on the analog computer showed that performance requirements 
of the system were met easily because of the high hinge-moment require- 
ments.    It WPS,  therefore,  felt that the ISE was misleading, because the sys- 
tem was not as critical as the ISE indicated.    For this reason,  plus the fact 
that designers are not normally familiar with ISE,  an alternate definition of 
dynamic performance was selected.    The alternate selection,  which is in 
terms of system bandwidth,   is 

TOTDYP  =  1 EXP [-l/4(wn - O.lw)] 

and is shown in Figure 14.    TOTDYP is the output of the dynamic perfor- 
mance subroutine.    The cost function is one minus TOTDYP. 

There is a good reason for choosing this cost function.    As stated in the math 
model of the system,   experience shows that it is possible to compensate the 
system if the open loop poles are at least four times farther out in frequency 
than the desired bandwidth.    The cost function places no penalty on the sys- 
tem if the resonant frequency is 10 times farther ou* in frequency than the 
desired bandwidth.    As the resonant frequency decreases,   an increasing 
penalty is placed on the design.    Because the cost function could become 
negative for frequencies greater than 10 times the bandwidth,  the function 

20 30 40 
FREQüEHCT 

100 

0 

Figure 14. Dynamic Performance Function 
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was defined to be zero for any value of the exponential ' -e.Tter than one. 
Thin indicates that there is no particular value in havin*  a wider bandwidth 
than required. 

The cost function shown in Figure 14 may not be desirable because it heavily 
weights small decreases in resonant frequency.   A more suitable cost func- 
tion is shown in Figure 15. 

This cost function weights small changes very lightly, but the weighting gets 
prog ressively heavier until it reaches the maximum at 4u   . 

It is possible,   in fact,  that this excess bandwidth could be a problem in terms 
of bending modes or flutter frequencies of the aircraft.   If certain frequen- 
cies must be avoided,  it can be handled easily with this type of cost function 
by adding another term that takes a value of one at the frequencies in ques- 
tion.    Such a term might be 

EXP [-(<-0- w)2] 

This term has the desired effect of heavily weighting frequencies close to the 
critical frequency and not weighting the other frequencies at ail. 

1 

Figure 15. Alternate Dynamic Performance Function 
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One additional point should be noted; an additional refinement of dynamic 
performance could be made by including the functional relationahip between 
system elasticity and the system pressure and area.    For the example in tb.it 
report,   the effect was not significant because the resonant frequency was 
very high and the ctiange in system elasticity is not great at the temperature 
and pressures involved.    In problems where the resonant frequency is criti- 
cal,   this may be an important factor. 

d. Environmental Sensitivity Cost Function 

3ecause the elasticity of the system directly influences the resonant fre- 
quency of the system,  the environmental sensitivity cost function is defined 
easily in terms of the. dynamic-performance cost function.    For the example 
problem,   the bulk modulus of the oil and the elasticity of the actuator struc- 
ture combine to change the elasticity of the system.    However,   it was founJ 
that this effect was not significant,   especially because the dynamic perfor- 
mance was not a significant factor.    For this reason,   this co*t function was 
not considered further. 

e. Dollar Cost Function 

The dollar cost function was taken to be an incremental cost and was not 
strongly a function of the independent variables.    Because of its lack of 
significance,   it was taken to be a linear-cost function and was assigned a 
small weighting. 

f. Reliability Cost Function 

(Although it was felt that reliability would play a key role in the choice of an 
optimum system,   sufficient data could not be found to establish a connection 
between reliability and the independent parame'^rs.    The cost function was 
carried along as a linear function with small o    phasis,   in the event that 
such a significance could be found. 

2.     EMPHASIS COEFFICIENTS 

The relative importance of the various vehicle constraints is incorporated 
into the optimum design by selection of the emphasis coefficients.    In this 
particular problem,  weight was considered to be the most important factor. 
Dynamic performance and volume were given equal ratings followed by cost 
and then reliability.    Not only should the relative importance be considered 
when selecting these coefficients but the extent to which the corresponding 
analytical relationships are developed and the accuracy or confidence in the 
basic input data should also be taken into consideration.    The percentage 
values selected are as follows: 

1 . 

2. 

3. 

f     .  . t  =  30%. weight 

f , 

f 

dynamic performance 

volume   s  25%. 

25%. 
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4. f =    15%. 
cost 

5. f    ..  . ....     = 5%. reliability 

3.     OPTIMIZATION PROCESS 

With the cost functions defined and the model defined as in Section 2,  ths 
problem was put on the digital computer for evaluation of the optimum sys- 
tem,    ihe computer program using the fixed-grid searching technique was 
used to generate data that could be used by the designer in evaluating the 
results.    The designer hac to know which cost functions are the most depen- 
dent on the independent variables.    This is important for the proper choice of 
the emphasis coefficients and for an understanding of the results of the opti- 
mization process.    The p/ogram pointed up the problem in the use of ISE.   It 
was found tha* only the ISE showed a significant change with the independent 
variables and that the dynamic-performance cost function dominated the per- 
formance index.    A review of this problem led to a redefinition of the 
dynamic-performance cost function which is felt to more adequately describe 
the physical situation. 

All of the other cost functions showed little variation with changes in the 
independent variables.    As can be seen in Figurec 16 through 2i,  the graphs 
have large nominal values and show little curvature.    Figure 16 shows a 
gra;*h of weight as a function of pressure for a constant-torque systsm; that 
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is,   at each pressure,   the minimum actuator area needed to supply the hinge 
moment and control surface rate for the given moment arm is used.    The 
minimum, area is determined by calculating that flow rate and corresponding 
actuato:  AP necessary to meet requirements taking into consideration the 
pressure losses through the plumbi»"T and the metering valve.    This curve 
shows a slight decrease as pressure increases from 2,000 co 3,000 psi. 
This decrease is primarily because of the smaller items required at the 
nigher pressures.    Above 3,000 psi,   this decrease is lost in the inc: sase in 
weight caused by the weight penalty to maintain the required safety factoi . 
The minimum weight occurs at 3, 000 psi and is 745 lb.    Note tret this mini- 
mum at 3, 000 psi is somewhat artificial because of th? weight penalty sbo»re 
3, 000 psi and the fact that below 3, 000 psi,   standard 3, 000 psi equipment is 
used.    Tf the 2,000 ps; equipment were redesigned to reflect the lowered 
stresses there might not be a Minimum at 3, 000 psi.    This is not standard 
practice,   however.    Disregarding this fact,   the curve chows that most of the 
actuation system weight is fixed and that the pressure can be chosen over a 
wide -ange with little penalty in weight.    For example,   the maximum devia- 
t on in weight between 2. 000 and 6. 000 psi  is approximately 9.3%.   or 
appi oximately 70 lb.    It is probable that such a small difference would not 
be significant in a large aircraft cystem. 

Figure 17 shows a graph of spice factor as a function of pressure for con- 
stant torque ana for a monen; arm of 5.5 in.    The graph shows that the 
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space factor (before normalization) decreases monotonically from a high of 
2.20 at 2,000 psi to a low of 1.69 at 6,000 psi.    The »pace factor decrease* 
because the equivalent volume is a function of flow which decreases as the 
pressure increases. 

The dollar cost of the system varied from a high of $10, 250 at 2, 000 psi 
monotonically to a low of $10, 034 at a pressure of 6, 000 psi.    The difference 
in these numbers is lees than the confidence present in the values them- 
selves.    The maximum deviation is approximately 0.2%. 

Reliability was found to be independent of pressure. 

When the revised dynamic performance index was used,  dynamic perfor- 
mance was found to be independent of pressure. 

Figure 18 shows a graph of weight as a function of the moment arm at a 
pressure of 3,000 psi and at constant torque.    This shows that weight is 
virtually indepündent of the moment arm--a maximum deviation of less than 
0.2%.    The graph of actuator weight as a function of the moment arm in 
Appendix I (Figure 41) shows marked curvature,  but the difference in scales 
is important.   One point that might influence the weight as a function of 
moment arm that was not included,  is the increased weight of the supporting 
structure as the arm decreases.    The support was considered a rigid body in 
the study. 

The space factor as a function of moment arm ot a constant torqus for a 
pressure of 3,000 psi is shown in Fig are 1?.    The discontinuity reflects the 
additional weighting for moment arms that exceed the length that will easily 
fit in the available space.    Again,  the space factor has not yet been 
normalized. 

The »ra iha of dollar cost and reTability as a function of moment arm are not 
shown because they are not significant.    Dynamic performance is not shown 
bee: use it is always acceptable. 

The curves showing independent increases in the actuator area ara not shown 
because all of the cost functions showed poorer performance.    These data 
were taken at fixed pressure and moment arm and,  thus,  reflected a system 
of higher hinge-moment capability. 

Figures 20 and 21 show graphs of performance index as a function of pres- 
sure and moment arm.    The P.I. as a function of pressure peaks at 
4, 000 psi.    The P.I. as a function of moment arm is dominated by the space 
factor cost function and indicates the choice of a short moment arm.    The 
effect of changing the tubing sizes is tc vertically shift the curves; the 
smaller the tube size,  the larger the perTormance index. 

The maximum P.I.  is found at 4,000 psi,  a 4-j.n. moment arm.,  minimum 
area,  and all of the smallest possible tube sizes.    At the maximum,  the 
value of the P.I. was 67.49,  the total weight was 638.9 lb,  and the space 
factor was 1.57.    Comparison with the nominal design (constant torque, 
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3,000 psi,   5,5 in.  moment arm and largest possible tube sizes) indicates a 
weight savings of approximately i05 lb and a decrease in space factor of 0  43. 
An additional facet of decreased tube sizes that should be noted is that many 
of the low pressures are eliminated by the flow requirement and plumbing 
pressure losses at -40°F. 

Referenced to the maximum P.I.  using all the larger tube sizes (1 in.  O.D. 
in Section 1 and 3/4 in. O.D.  in Section 2) there is a possible weight savings 
of approximately 130 lb and a decrease in the space factor cf 0.25 by uoing 
the smaller tube sizes (3/4 in.  O.D.   in Section i and 5/8 in. O.D.   in Sec- 
tion 2).    At. these tube sizes,   the plumbing pressure loss was 740 psi for a 
rated flow of 26 gpm at a fluid temperature of 120'F.    Use of even smaller 
tube si*es was not possible because of the -40°F flow requirement.    The 
above savings can be realized if proper valve operation is possible at lower 
:han normal valve pressure drops. 

Most of the results presented are reasonable,   from the point of design prac- 
tice.    One possible disturbing item is the increase in P.I.  as the moment 
arm decreases.    Possibly,   if the weight of the supporting structure had been 
included,  this effect would not have been seen.    Also,   a short moment arm 
increases the effect of valve-actuator nonlinearities on control surface 
motion.    To include the latter it would be necessary to make dynamic perfor- 
mance a compound cost function,   like the spe.ce factor. 

In an   iffort to gain additional insight into the nature of the function being 
maximized,  data were taken along constant pressure,  area,  and moment arm 
planes.    Also,   these data were taken with the ISE dynamic performance cost 
function to show what the curves might be if dynamic performance was a 
critical factor. 

Figure 22 shows the graph of weight as a function of pressure.    It was found 
that space factor,   ISE,   and cost were constant as a function of pressure, 
when area and moment arm were held constant. 

Figure 23 shows how weight,   ISE,   space factor,   and coat vary as a function 
of area for fixed pressure and moment arm.    The abscissa should be inter- 
preted as follows:  (1) indicates the minimum areh for   he pressure and 
moment arm given, (2),   (3),   and (4) indicate increases of 0.5 in.^ of area 
to the minimum for each number.    Note that ISE improves as =»11 of the other 
cost functions decrease.    Figure 24 shows the same information for changes 
in moment arm. 

For comparison,   the previous weight and cost data taken on a cons.&nt- 
torque basis and plotted as a function of pressure will be shown to the same 
scale as used by Figures 22 and 23.    Figures 25 and 26 show these graphs. 
Note that the scales on the ordinate are broken to show the curvature.    The 
reason the weight is not identical to Figure 16 ia because the linkage weight 
(which is constant) had not yet been added to the program and only r,ni> valvo 
actuator assembly was being considered. 

A similar comparison of cose functions as a function of area is not possible 
because an increased area reflects an increased torque capability.    A 
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comparison of graphs,   showing changes in the cost functions as a function of 
moment arm,   is not shown because the constant-torque curves contained no 
significant information. 

The results of this work showed that tnere wae little to be gained in terms of 
total performance by the choice of the independent parameters in this study. 

4.     RESULTS OF THE RANDOM-SEARCH TECHNIQUE 

After the results of the fixed-grid search have been evaluated,  it ia possible 
to use the random-search routine.    The fixed-grid routine provides informa- 
tion aboc.t the sensitivity of the cc*t functions necessary for the choice of 
emphasis coefficients     Once th«. emphasic coefficients have been chosen 
application of th^ random-search routine ia straightforward.    For this par- 
ticular probier*;,  the random-seaich routes provided little information that 
■aiuB nnt rAaHily availahlt» hv lockint at i-esults of the fixed-grid routine.    In 
some cases,  however,  the cost functions may vary a great deai as a function 
of the independent variables,  and the cost functions may be difficult to inter- 
pret from the fixed-grid data.    In these cases,  the optimum system wil! be 
chosen by the random-searcn procedure.    The ae*rch procedure could also 
give information about the sensitivity cf the optimum,   if aii of the »ucceatful 
steps were printed.    For the sample problem,   it was found that the 
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random-search procedure took less time to reach the optimum tLai the 
fixed-grid routine.    The search procedure vs« terminated when the computer 
made 1, 000 unsuccessful step» in succession.   One problem that led to the 
high number of unsuccessful trials was the choice of tube vises.    The perfor- 
mance index was maximized when all of the tube sizeo were at their smallest 
value.    Thus,  the program had to choose all of the small tube sicee,  which is 
a low-probability event (1/16),  and also choose a set of parameters {pres- 
sure,  area,  and moment arm) that led to a larger performance index.   The 
average run took lese than 3 min. of computer time on the 7094.   This time 
included approximately 1 min    of compilation time. 

The adaptive random-search routine showed little advantage for this particu- 
lar example.   The problem just cii^d, concerning the tube sizes,  caused too 
many unsuccessful steps and negated the accumulation of knowledge gained by 
the successful steps.    The adaptive search routine hae been shown to be 
successful in reducing search time in other problems studied at Douglas 
(References 1 and 2). 



SECTION V 

EVALUATION 

1.  GENEKAL 

The main objectives of this  study were to develop ?n optimal technique for 
the design of an actuation system,   to determine guidelines for its use,   and to 
evaluate the usefulness of the technique with respect to current design 
methods.     The results indicate that an optimal technique,   and its corre- 
sponding guidelines,   have been developed.    It appears,   however,   that the data 
obtained by application to the sample problem are not adequate to evaluate its 
merit.    Detailed discussion of the optimal technique and corresponding guide- 
lines is included in Sections III and IV.    A detailed evaluation of its useful- 
ness follows. 

2.      TECHNIQUE EVALUATION 

Whether evaluating an optimal design technique or any new method,   the 
questions that must be answered include the following: 

a. Are the results better than those obtained by use of previous meth- 
ods and,   if so,   can definite conclusions be made concerning the 
merit of the new method? 

b. How universal is the new method,   and are the results obtained by 
application to different systems directly comparable? 

c. How does the cost in time and manpower compare between the old 
and new methods? 

d. Are there related efforts being conducted elsewhere? 

An evaluation by the review council provided answers that were most appli- 
cable to the first question because their primary function was a comparison 
betveen the optimal technique and previous design methods.    In general,  this 
evaluation emphasized the fact that the optimal design of the sample problem 
did not show much improvement o- er that obtained by using current design 
methods and as a result,   it is not possible to draw definite conclusions on the 
merit of the optimal technique.    The sample problem,  a relatively elemen- 
tary hydraulic system,  was defined so as to expedite development of the 
technique,   and so this is possibly a reason for the uneventful results.    It was 
not apparent at the beginning of the study that more meaningful results would 
not be obtained.    At it turned out,   however,  the relationships between 
selected design parameters and vehicle constraints were weak; so deviations 
from nominal values were relatively insignificant.    If the restrictions and 
boundary ronriiHnn« jri th» sample problem were relaxed and a greater im.u- 
ber of interrelated parameters were considered,   possibly more meaningful 
results would be obtained.    Therefore,   it fol   >ws logically that this technique 
shouid be studied further by conducting addit    nal teste utiliring a complete 
actuation system. 
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Use of an optimal technique with a computer doe« not necessarily mean that 
an answer will be obtained that could not be obtained by using current design 
methods.    On the other hand,  it does mean that the monotonous repetition of 
conducting tradeoff studies between the various designs and design concepts 
can be largely eliminated.    Also,  by use  >f this new technique, more situa- 
tions and parameter variations can be investigated, with the hopeful result 
that there is a more expedient method to find the optimal design.    Even 
though this optimal design is selected automatically by application of the sys- 
tematic searching routine (described previously),  the results are still subject 
to the designer's background and experience through the mathematical model 
and other computer inputs.    To standardize the optimal design technique,  it 
is essential that model assumptions and constraint emphasis be controlled by 
the agency conducting the design investigation. 

A possible use of this design technique is as a synthesis tool in an overall 
computer simulation of a complete vehicle flight-control system.    By doing 
so,  detailed actuation system design parameters, not normally included in 
the initial design studies,   could be considered. 

The second question is concerned with performance index comparison when 
optimizing designs have different basic concepts.    Also,  how universal is the 
technique itself when optimizing the same systems which have varying 
amounts of complexity and when optimizing systems which have differing 
design concepts?   In other words,  how much work is involved when convert- 
ing this design method for use on different systems?    Many such comparisons 
and conversions would occur when conducting tradeoff studies.    Because only 
one system was investigated,  additional studies will be required before these 
questions can be answered. 

When an optimal design is determined,  using this technique,  the third question 
is:   How much effort is involved and how does it compare with efforts required 
in current design meJiods?    In an aerospace vehicle,  where many design 
parameters are considered, use of the synthesis tool described in this report 
may well be worth the effort expended.    These types of systems will have to 
be investigated further before an answer can be determined. 

Actuation systems from other types of aerospace vehicles should l/e included 
in any such investigations.    In high-performance missile systems,  for 
example,  dynamic response and power generation tradeoffs have a different 
order of importance and will have a different influence on the optimal design. 
As far as the optimization procedure is concerned,  the primary effect of 
considering different aerospace vehicles will be in the choice of emphasis 
coefficients.    Cost-function revisions should be secondary because of "».n 
attempt to build this generality into the basic program.    Of course,  a new 
set of equations relating the parameter vector to the output vector must be 
derived. 

The fourth question is concerned with related efforts in the aerospace indus- 
try,  of which the principal one is the study being conducted by General 
Electric, which has an objective similar to  this study's.    However,  thi vork 
reported in this report deals with the optimization of an actuation system for 
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a large transport aircraft, while General Electric1 e work (Air Force con- 
tract AF 33(615}-3587) is concerned with the optimization of actuation sys- 
tems for a fighter aircraft.    The results of General Electric'• work have 
not yet been published. 

The Martin Company conducted an actuation optimization program for NASA 
entitled,  Optimization of Hydraulic Thrust Vector Control Systems for Launch 
Vehicles.    A portion of this work is reported under NASA Accession Num- 
ber N66-12611.    An article vas published (Reference 3) that describes the 
development of a computer program for related system cost investigations. 
Costs in this case included development cost,  unit cost,  weight cost, failures 
cost,  development time costs,  and others.    Initially,  optimization was 
obtained by observing trends in computer output data, rather than by applica- 
tion of some automatic optimization technique.    It is possible, however,  that 
work not yet reported may be investigating ouch technique». 

AiResearch Manufacturing Company,  Divisior of the Garrett Corporation, 
conducted an cptimizati".; study for NASA on control moment gyros (CMC's). 
Th* CMG design was optimized with respect to a minimum of weight,  aize, 
heaving friction,  and windage los:,.    Optimization was obtained by observing 
trends in computer output data.    A report of this work is given inRefer«nce 4. 
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SECTION VI 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Based upon the preceding evidence,  the following conclusions have been 
drawn: 

1. A hydraulic actuation system that uses current design techniques 
provides a near-optimum design. 

2. The optimal design is quite dependent upon the assumptions and 
conditions that accompany the design problem so the individual is 
still very much a part of the design process. 

3. The design problem used in this study wis beneficial in the develop- 
ment of the optimal technique but the ensuing results (because of the 
large nominal values and relative insensitivxty of the cost functions) 
did not constitute an adequate base upon which to realize the full 
potential of th« design technique. 

4. It is possible that application would have more significance to high- 
performance missiles because variations in actuation-system per- 
formance have a decided effect upon flight-control-system 
performance.    Also, in missile systems,  it would be possible to 
conduct actuation power system tradeoffs. 

5. It appears that the greatest value of optimal techniques applied to 
actuation-system design is connected with comparison of different 
design concepts for the same application.    The study of various 
redundant configurations is a good example. 

As & result,  it is recommended that additional studies be conducted to obtain 
results that can be used to make a complete evaluation.    This work should 
include: 

1, Optimization of several actuation system design concepts for an 
actual piloted aircraft flight control system. 

2. Conducting of similar studies on an aerospace vehicle other than a 
piloted aircraft. 

Th»«e investigations would not only provide optimal de-signs for compju-inon 
with designs utilising current methods,  but would provide d*.t* th»t could be 
used to study the problems involved in the direct comparison of performance 
indexes.    Also, the work involved in usin^ the developed technique on differ- 
ent design concepts and different systems can be determined. 
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APPENDIX I 

STiADY-STATE MODEL RELATIONSHIPS 

Each of the sections in this Appendix contains a summary of th parameters, 
output equations, and calculations used to generate the requireu information 
for the following (see Section II for further reference): 

1. Pump, 

2. Accumulator. 

3. Reservoir. 

4. Tubing. 

5. Actuator. 

6. Valve assembly. 

1.     THE PUMP 

7. Valve actuator package. 

8. Fluid temperature. 

9. System elasticity. 

10. Fluid elasticity. 

11. Actuator cylinder elasticity. 

12. Mechanical linkage. 

Table I summarizes the parameter relationships associated with the pump. 
Derivations of these relationships follow the summary sheet. 

a.     Pump Weight 

A Vickers slide rule can be used to determine the weight for various pump 
sizes.    When plotted,  the pump data can be approximated by a straight-line 
relationship as shown by Figure 27. 

Based on the above data,  pump weight as a function of pump flow can be 
expressed by 

PUW   =   7.5 + 0.615 (PJQ) 

The system has four tandem valve-actuator packages and.   so,   has eight 
valve-actuation combinations.    Assuming a 10% internal leakage loss,   pump 
flow a? a function of valve actuator flow can be expressed by 

PUQ   =   i.l (8)(Q) 

Combining this expression with the previous one,   results in 

PUW   =   7.5 + 5.412 (Q) 
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Figure 27. Pump Weight Data 
Pump weight is also a function of system pressure.   Data from Vickers indi- 
cate  an  approximate  weight increase of 5% for an increase in pressure from 
3, 000 to 4, 000 psi.   If no weight reduction is assumed for pressures less than 
3, 000 psi and the same increase is assumed for every 1, 000 psi above 3, 000 
psi,   then the pump weight expressed as a function of valve flow and pressure 
is 

PUW   =   [7.5 + 5.412 (Q)] [1 + 5x 10"' (PRES - 3, 000)1 

where 

(PRES - 3, 000) 2 0 

(It is assumed that the pressure denoted oy PRES is a nominal pressure.   As 
a result,   it is not necessary to consider the pump return pressure of 70 psi.) 

unjp    UOSl 

The pump co«t of the various sizes and for an arbitrary quantity can be 
approximated by the straight-line relationship shown by Figure 28. 
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Figure 28, Pump Cost Data 
From the above data, pump cost as a iun<.tion of valve How can be expressed 
by 

PUC   s   1,400 + 11-3.2 {Q) 

Pump Size 

The size of the various Vickers pumps expressed as cubic inches of volume 
can be approximated by the straight-line relationship shown by Figure 29. 

Based on the data shown in Figure 29, pump size as a function of valve flow 
can be expressed by 

PUV    =   40 + 199.7 (O^ 

d.     Pump Reliability 

The pump reliability is a function of the load aa a ■maile; purr.p his a Iswsr 
failure rate.   If horsepower is used as a measure of the load, reliability can 
be correlated with flow and pressure*.   Based on the assumption that the fail- 
ure rate is reduced »bout 10% between a Vickers 3915 and 3911 pump at a 
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Figure 28. Pump Size Data 
pressure of 3,000 psi,   pump reliability expressed as the number of failures 
for 10° operating hours can be approximated by the straight-line relationship 
shown by Figure 30. 

Based on the data shown in Figure 30,   pump reliability as a function of pres- 
sure and valve flow can be expressed by 

PUR   =   465 + 0.0111 (PRES) (Q) 

2.     THE ACCUMULATOR 

Table II summarizes the parameter relationships associated with the accu- 
mulator.    Derivations of these relationships follow the summary sheet. 

An accumulator is used to damp out pressure surges caused primarily by 
sudden opening or closing of the metering valve and to smooth out the ripples 
in the hydraulics which are generated by the pump. 

For this study,  accumulator design will be based upon the additional flow 
spping üChOft" 

fied value after a sudden valve opening and for the period of time the pump 
takes to increase its output flow from a minimum to maximum /alue.    Pres- 
sure at this time is difficult to calculate accurately because the accumulator 
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Figure 30. Pump Failure Rate 
is discharging, which reduces pressure, and the pump flow is increasing, 
which increases the pressure.    As a result,  the minimum design pressure 
will be obtained simply by averaging initial system pressure with the result- 
ing accumulator pressure obtained after the period of time that corresponds 
to ths pump time constant.    Charging or compression of the gas in the accu- 
mulator will be considered an isothermal process and discharging or expan- 
sion of the gas will be an adiabatic process. 

The pump time constant, as shown by Figure 31, is only 0.06 sec.    With a 
control surface rate requirement of 40*/sec,  the control surface will travel 
less than 1* before the pump will be able to put out 100% flow when starting 
from 5% at a nominal speed.    As a result, the minimum acceptable pressure 
when using flow from the accumulator will be assumed to be 2,400 psi.    This 
is arbitrary and is set at this low pressure because the longest it can last is 
only 0.06 sec.    The flow required from the accumulator when increasing the 
demand from 5% to 100% by stepping valve position is shown by the triangle 
on the previous sketch that is bounded by the pump flow and 100% flow lines. 
Assuming that 100% flow is about 30 gpm, the accumulator flow is 
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Table II 

ACCUMULATOR SUMMARY SHEET 

///)/>/£;       ACCUMULATOR  5Y/VßoL  JL. .£. 

/A//?ars: _JL _JL J_ J.  0u.pu.rs    j?_ _L JL JL 
 ^ __  ___  ____ _____ _A C C_ _C_ 

   ___   _A C C_ _V_ 

 _ — ,  _A__£._JLJL_ 

nurpur  /I^UAT/öA/S 

\^j£/6,//T'   __*  _£_ __ W -    3.+(PRES-1000.)».001 

COST-     _± _£._£__£ " }^i __,., 

S12-E A   c   c    v    _        ■"' 

&üAß/ury _i _£. _____ _* -12_3. 

fi/07~£$'m      Data obtalnad fro« Bandlx Pacific Dlvlalon, Bandlx Aviation Corporation, 
North Hollywood, California. 
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Figure 31. Pump Response Time 

Area of triangle ABC 

-(«(!£%■•* •-)(■ 
3. 85 in  -min. 

gal-sec 

=   3.47 in. 

With a 5-in.  spherical accumulator precharged to 2,000 psi and an initial gas 
volume of 60 in.3,  an isothermal filling to 3, 000 psi will result in a new gas 
volume of 

PJVJ   = P2V2 

t.uuu \ov)    -    J, uuy lv?' 

V2    =   40 in. 
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If 3.47 ;.n." of fluid is used,   the resulting pressure following an aUiabatic 
expansiv will be 

14 14 P    V=P    v 
2     2 3     3 

P3  =   3,000 
\43.47 / 

1.4 

P3   =  2, 670 psi 

The minimum calculated pressure would be,   therefore, 

3,000 + 2,670 
min. 

=  2.835 psi 

which is well above the minimum allowable pressure.    This particular accu- 
r.vilator also can be used with systems of larger flow capacity.    Working 
backwards,   starting witn a minimum allowable pressure of 2,400 psi and 
maintaining a 2,000 osi precharge,   100% flow can be as high as  153 gpm. 

This type of accumulator is quite flexible and is,  therefore,  independent of 
system flow.    As a result,  its cost,   size,  and reliability will be assumed 
constant and will have the following values: 

Cost - $ ACCC   =    150. 

Size - in, ACCV 90. 

Reliability - failures 
per 106 operating hours 

ACCR 12.3 

The weight,  however,  is a function of pressure and can be approximated by 
the straight-line relationship shown by Figure 32. 

Based on the above data,   accumulator weight as a function of supply pressure 
can be expressed by 

ACCW   =   3 + (PRES - 1.000)(10"3). 
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Figure 32. Accumulator Weight Data 
THE RESERVOIR 

Table III summarizes the parameter relationships associated with the reser- 
voir.    Derivations of these relationships follow the summary sheet. 

a.     Reservoir Weight 

The reservoir size is dependent on the quantity of fluid in the system. 
Because the tubing contains most of the fluid,  reservoir design is primarily 
a function of tube size.    Weight,  therefore,  can be calculated by a standard 
Douglas calculation used for preliminary sizing,  as follows: 

1.     Assume a tubing fluid weight (TUFLW) and then add a number of 
factors. 

1.     Add th»rn?»l »xpsnsion f»ctor = 5 5% (TUFLW). 

3. Add leakage factor = 5% (TUFLW). 

4. Add accumulator fluid weight = ACCFLW. 
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TABLE HI 

RESERVOIR SUMMARY SHEET 

PAi*£ 

A//)M£" '        RESERVOIR 5YAißoU Ä        E 

/A/rurs: -JL JL. -L. -ä OUPUTS * E_ 

R        E 

W 

C 

R        E        I 

JL.-B- 
B        It 

OUrpur   £QUfiTtQ*/S 

\^j£/^///'  _j i w -  i.8».2is»rorw 

C0S7~ REC -   245.+.91*TUn« 

/S/07*£$ 0    Dct* obtalnad fro« Aircraft Division, Itouclaa Aircraft Co., 
i^mg Baach, Califi.nla. 
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5. Total these fluid« weights and add more factors. 

The turn of these weights is: 

Total   =   TUFLW + 5. 5% (TUFLW) + 5% (TUFLW) + ACCFLW. 

6. Add thermal expansion factor again = 5.5% (total). 

7. Add leakage factor again = 5% (total). 

8. Add accumulator fluid weight again = ACCFLW. 

9. The total of 6,  7,  and 8 is the reservoir fluid weight,  so 

REFLW =5.5% (total) + 5% (total) + ACCFLW. 

10.     Reservoir hardwire weight is 85.5% of its fluid weight,   so 

REW = REFLW (1 + 0.855). 

Assuming a nominal accumulator fluid weight of I lb,  the reservoir weight 
can be approximated by the following straight-line relationship shown by 
Figure 33. 

Figure 33. Reservoir Weight Data 
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Based on the above data, reservoir weight as a function of tubing fluid weight 
can be expressed by 

REW   =   18 + 0.219 (TUFLW) 

Because return pressure will not vary appreciably and because the major 
portion of the reservoir is concerned with return pressure,  it will be 
assumed that the reservoir constraints are not functions of the supply 
pressure. 

b.     Reservoir Cost 

The variation in cost will depend on the change in the amount of material 
required because the same configuration will be used in each case.    Even 
though this change is minor,  the relationship shown in Figure 34 will be used 
to determine retervoir cost. 

Based on the data shown in Figure 34,  reservoir cost as a function of tubing 
fluid weight can be expressed by: 

REC   =   245 + 0.91 (TUFLW) 
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Figure 34. Reservoir Cost Data 
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c.     Reservoir Sime 

Bereuse of the odd shape of the reservoir (a large diameter at only one end 
and a quite small diameter at other end), the Urge diameter and overall 
1 engtn will be considered instead of. the total volume.   Assuming that a diam- 
eter and stroke combined change occurs when its capacity changes, the 
reduction in these dimensions for a change in capacity will be: 

Letting 

V   =  KD2S 

where 

V a reservoir fluid capacity. 

D * large reservoir diameter. 

S   = reservoir piston stroke. 

K = proportionately constant. 

Then a 50% reduction in capacity will result in 

V 
T ! .  £ KD2S 

'  *  (£)(*) 
1 K (rr?)   (nr) 

Using standard reservoir design procedures and a straight-line relationship, 
the calculated variations in length and diameter can be shown by Figure 35. 

From the above data, reservoir length and diameter as a function of tubing 
fluid weight can be expressed by 

REL   =   9 + 0.18 (TUFLW) 

RED   =   1 + 0.04 (TUFLW) 

d.     Reservoir Reliability 

Reservoir reliability will be assumed constant because the same configura- 
tion will be used in each case.   DC-8 reliability data indicate a {allure rate 
for bootstrap-type reservoirs to be on the order of 16 failures per 10* oper- 
ating hours.    Therefore: 

RER   =   16 
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Figure 35. Reservoir Size Data 

4,     TUBING 

Table IV summarizes the parameter relationships associated with the tubing. 
Derivations of these relationships follow the summary sheet. 

a.     Tubing Weight 

Standard Douglas tube sizes used for a 3, 000-psi system are shown in 
Table V. 

The corresponding plumbing weight in lb/ft which includes fitting,  clamps, 
and fluid can be approximated by the straight-line relationship shown in 
Figure 36. 
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TABLE IV 

TURING SUMMARY SHEET (Sheet 1 of 8) 

r/u>£ 

A//}Af/r : T»nc 5/AiÖoL JL-A. 

/A/ra.7-3:      OUftlTS 
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S      2 
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A     t     2 
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T       0       C 
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T        U       D       P 
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nurpur £<puAr/QA/$ _. 

\hf£:/l,//7'   _J_ _■_ J» -   TBHH ♦ TBB»2 ♦ TWOl ♦ TMAL2 

C0S7~ __t_ _B_ C -   TBCS1 ♦ TWS2 ♦ TOCAU ♦ TOCAU 

SIZE      _JL_C_I i  

jfejjA&ury _x. JL. J  

Praamr« Uwi T      B      D ? 

riMm« LBM 
•t -40*? T      B      D P       4 

Tabiat Pi«i4 
T   B    r L       W     

a 44. 
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„ TWS1 ♦ TFH82 ♦ THAU + TMAU 

/V^/2T5»      D*?" -*t*b** ft«B Aircraft OUimUm, DnfUi Aircraft Co., 
'       "    i, CiUbnlii. 
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TABLE IV (Sheet 2 of 8) 

P»K£ 

/V/W/T I     rmiMo 
5YAteoL -L_ -B  

OUftLTS 

D        P      S        1        4 
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TABLE IV (Sheet 3 of S) 

mas aaassm ramo 

/A/mrs: _a__* _J_.a>-a OUPUTS    JL_B_JL_.« 
J[ JL_Js 2_ J: — ■-£- -JL -C~ -X. 

_I L JL. _I_<1*5°L_ -JL. -L. JL_ -L 
-SL.  -JL._L.JI L. 

Trug 

\S/£/6//r   JL _»_ JL_ JL. -1 - (.311 ♦ li>ftB,.mwii«i.*.iiimn«.^ 

COST      „I_JL_J£_JI i - t^»«i*Tin.nitt<i.».WPiyfmi--Tnnn u  

J/2-£      JL °__JL.J _  
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TABLE IV (Sheet 4 of 8) 

Ffii,E 

///Q/Jf '     '1 STEEL TUBIHC 

(PRESSURE SYSTEM) 

/A/furs:   D s 1    (> .5) 

T D L      S        I 

V R E      S (4 3000) 

Q 

5Y/-1COL  JL.JL 

Ouftirs T u w 8 1 

T 0 c s i 

»_ p s 1 

s r s 1 4 

nurpur £<puAr/QA£L 

M£/£//r j_ _w_ JL JL -i. 
COST"     _T jj c   si 

SIZE WOMB 

- <.311+..6*(DS1-,5))*TULS1 

1.3»DS1*TWLS1 

feüAßlUry _aai_ TU 

ggjMMti ham -0—f. S 1  
Praaaur« Lou« 
at -*0'F D      r       S       1       4 

- .ooi70i«TULBi»rr.«.«o>««i.?s«nKi»*r-A.™ 

- 2„69*TULSl«q»DSl»*(-3.9*> 

Tutting Fluid 
Weight T        F .293*msi*(.43Q+.M*<D62-.5))*«2 

/V^//C*3*  Equation« for prasauraa «qjal Cc oir laaa than 3000 pal. 
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TABLE IV (Sheet 5 of 8) 
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TABLE IV (Sheet 6 of 6) 
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/r07~2:S^      Equation» for pressures equal to or less than 3000 pel. 
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TABLE IV (Sheet 7 of 8) 
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TABLE IV (Sheet 8 of 8) 
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Table V 

STANDARD PLUMBING SIZES 

Wall thickne IS 

Tube size Steel Aluminum 
(in.) (supply system) (return system) 

1/2 0.035 0.042 

5/8 0.042 0.049 

3/4 0.049 0.049 

1 0.065 0.049 

Fipie». PtuMbinfffelgitData 
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Based on the above data, plumbing weight in lb/ft of length for a 3, 000-psi 
system as a function of the tubing's outside diameter can be expressed as 
follows: 

For steel 

For aluminum 

where 

TUWSF   =  0.311 + 1.6 (DS - 0.5) 

TUWALF   =   0.162 + 0.695 {DAL - 0.5) 

DS and DAL.   2   0.5 

As the plumbing is divided into two categories,  the total plumbing weight will 
be: 

Total tubing weight   =   No.  1 steel + No. 2 steel + No.  1 aluminum 

+ No. 2 aluminum 

TUW   =   TUWS 1 + TUWS 2 + TUWAL 1 + TUw AJL 2 

where 

TUWS 1 = [0.311 + 1.6 (DS 1 - 0.5)1 TULS 1. 

TUWS 2 = [0.311 + 0.16 (DS 2 - 0.5)1 TULS 2. 

TUWAL 1 = [0.162 + 0.695 (DAL 1-0.5)] TULAL 1. 

TUWAL 2 = [0.162 + 0.695 (DAL 2 - 0.5)] TULAL 2. 

To maintain about the same stress levels in the tubing at various system 
pressures, wall thicknesses will change, and this,  in turn, will affect the 
weight.   Currently,  all the required combinations of standard wall thick- 
nesses and tube diameters for the higher pressure systems are not available. 
However,  it will be assumed that they would become available if the need 
existed in quantities to make their manufacture worthwhile.   The diameter 
and wall thicknea« cornb'«»tions ™hich could bs used for the steel pr«siuie 
lines are shown in Table VI. 
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Table VI 

PLUMBING SIZES AS A FUNCTION OF SYSTEM PRESSURE 

Pressures (P«i) 

3,000 4,000 5,000 6,000 
Tube size 

(in.) Wall thickness 

1/2 0.035 0.049 0.058 0.065 

5/8 0.042 0.0*8 0.065 0.083 

3/4 0.049 0.065 0.083 0.095 

1 0.065 0.083 0.095 0.120 

A weight calculation indicates an increase of about 12% at all tube sises for 
each 1, 000-psi increase in pressure.  As a result, the plumbing weight 
expressed as a function of tubing diameter and system pressure is 

TUW   =  fTUWS 1 + TUWS 2J (1 + 0.00012 (PRES - 3,000)] 

+ TUW AL 1 + TUW AL 2 

where 

(PRES - 3,000)   £  0   . 

Because the return pressures will not appreciably change regardless of the 
supply pressure, it will be assumed that the return system plumbing weight 
will not change as a function of pressure. 

Because the reservoir design is a function of the fluid weight in the tubing, 
the weight of the fluid will be calculated separately. 

Using the following expression between the tubing inside and outside diameter 
for a 3, 000-psi system. 

TUID   e  0.430+ 0.88 (D - 0.5) 

where 

D  2  0.5   , 



the fluid weight per foot of length expressed as • function of the tubing outside 
diameter is 

TUFLWF   =  0.293 [0.430 + 0.88 (D - 0.5)12 

Fluid specific gravity was assumed constant at a value of 0.86. It was also 
assumed that the effect of the difference of wall thickness between the steel 
and aluminum tub in i for a 3, 000 -psi system is negligible, so that the above 
expression would apply to both types of tubing. 

Separating each tube category results in the following expressions: 

TUFLW   =   TFWS 1 + TFWS 2 + TFWAL 1 + TFWAL 2 

where 

TFWS 1 = 0.293.(TULS 1) [0.430 + 0.88 (DS 1 - 0.5)]2 

TFWS 2 = 0.293 (TULS 2) [0.430 + 0.88 (DS 2 - 0.5)J2 

TFWAL 1 = 0.293 (TULAL 1) [0.430 + 0.88 (DAL 1 - 0.5)J2 

TFWAL 2 = 0.293 (TULAL 2) [0.430 + 0.88 (DAL 2 - 0.5)12 

Use of the higher-pressure systems with the thicker-walled tubing results in 
less fluid weight.   Referring to Table VI,  the reduction in inside diameter for 
each 1,000-psi increase in pressure regardless of tube size, averages out to 
be 4.9%.   As a result,  (TUFLW) with a ^-«»aure term added will be 

TUFLW   =   [TFWS 1 + TFWS 2] [1 - 2.4 x 10"9 (PÄES - 3, 000)2] 

+ TFWAL 1 + TFWAL 2 

where 

(PRES - 3, 000>   2   0   . 

b.     Tubing Cost 

Costs for tubing, fittings,  clamps, and an arbitzary quantity can be approxi- 
mated by the straight-line relationship as shown in Figure 37. 

Based on the foregoing data, plumbing cost in dollars per foot of length for a 
3, 000-psi system as a function of the tubing's outside diameter can be 
expressed as follows: 

For steel 

TUCSF   =   1.3 (DS) 
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TUCALF   =0.222 (DAL) 

As * result of the division of {dumbing lengths, the total cost will be 

TUC   =   TUCS 1 + TUCS 2 + TUCAL 1 + TUCAL 2 

where 

TUCS 1 

TUCS 2 

TUCAL 1 

TUCAL2 

1.3 (OS 1) (TULS 1) 

1.3 (DS 2) (TULS 2) 

0.222 (DAL 1) (TULAL 1) 

0.222 (DAL 2) (TULAL 2} 

r> 



Calculations indicate about a 13% increase in cost for each 1,000-psi increase 
in pressure above 3, 000 psi.   As a result,  the plumbing cost expressed as a 
function of tubing diameter and system pressure is 

TUC   =   [TUCS 1 + TUCS Z) [I + 0.00013 (PRES - 3, 000)1 

+ TUCAL, 1 + TUCAL, 2 

where 

(PRES - 3, 000)   2   0 

c.     Tubing Size 

Tubing volume (and the space it occupies) normally does not affect the corre- 
sponding vehicle envelope requirements for this type of aircraft; therefore, 
these factors will not be considered in this study. 

d.     Tubing Reliability 

Tubing reliability will be considered constant regardless of tube size because; 
the thicker wall tubing is used with the higher pressures.   Thus, for each 
case, about the same maximum stress level is retained.   A failure rate 
obtained from a FARADA Handbook for a horizontal stabilizer hydraulic tub- 
ing assembly is 44 failures per 10    operating hours.   Therefore, 

TUR 44 

e.     Tubing Pressures Loss 

The tubing pressure losses and fluid temperatures are interrelated.   There- 
fore,  to calculate these losses,   a fluid temperature will be assumed. Because 
this is a simplified hydraulic system and to reduce the complexity of the 
pressure loss calculations,  the fluid temperature will be assumed to be a 
constant.   Based upon the hydraulic system design capabilities generated dur- 
ing the C-5A proposal effort,  a fluid temperature of 120°F will be used. 

With 120°F fluid and flows in the low-turbulent region, the pressure lose can 
be approximated by a straight-line relationship on a log-log plot, as shown 
by Figure 38, 

Based on these data,  tubing pressure loss per foot of length as a function of 
tubing flow and tubing outside diameter for a 3, 000-psi system can be 
expressed by 

,1.75 TUDPF   =   (TUQ)   '      [0.00155 (D)       V  ] 

It was assumed that the effect of the difference in wall thickness between the 
8te-l and aluminum tubing for a 3, 000-psi system is negligible,  so that the 
above expression would a> ply to both types of tubing. 

ai 
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Adding 10% of (TUDPF) for pressure losses in plumbing bends, fittings, and 
other small components not considered in this study, and separating each 
tube category,  results in the following expressions for line loss as a function 
of valve flow,  line length,  and line diameter. 

TUDP   =   DPS 1 + DPS I + DP AL 1 + DPAL 2 

where 

DPS 1 = 0.001705 (TULS 1) (8.8Q)1,75 (DS l)"4'93 

DPS 2 = 0.001705 (TULS 2) (4. 4Q)1,75 (DS 2)_4,93 

DPAL 1 = 0.001705 (TULAL 1) (8.8Q)1,75 (DAL I)"4,93 

DPAL 2 = 0.001705 (TULAL 2) (4.4Q)1'75 (DAL 2)"4'93 

Use of the higher-pressure systems with the thicker-walled tubing results in 
smaller flow areas and more pressure loss.   Referring to Table III,  the 
reduction in inside diameter for each 1,000-psi increase in pressure regard- 
less of tube size averages out to be 4.9%.   The corresponding increase in 
pressure loss is about 30%.   As a result,  (TUDP) with a pressure term added 
will be: 

TUDP   =   [DPS 1 + DPS 2] [1 + 0.0003 (PRES - 3,000)] 

+ DPAL 1 + DPAL 2 

where 

(PRES - 3,000)   >   0   . 

f.      Tubing Size Limitation 

Because a relatively high fluid temperature was used for the tubing pressure 
loss calculations,  selection of a low limit on tube size was necessary to 
ensure that the system would have sufficient actuator AP to perform satisfac- 
torily at lower temperatures.   For this application,  a low temperature of 
-40°F has been selected,  and satisfactory performance at -40°F has been 
defined as being able to obtain about 25% of maximum control surface rate 
with zero hinge moment.   This means that the tubing pressure loss at -40°F 
v annot exceed the difference between the supply pressure and the required 

be checked at various fluid temperatures after the tubing sizes have been 
selected to ensure that the system meets the different satisfactory perfor- 
mance requirements whatever they maybe. 

Using a laminar flow viscosity correction factor for a nominal pressure of 
3, 000 psi,  pressure loss data  ran be approximated by the straight-line 
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relationship plotted on log-log paper and shown by Figure 39.   Based on these 
data, the pressure loss at -40°F/ft of length for a 3. 000-psi system as a 
function of tubing flow and outside diameter can be expressed by; 

TUDPF   =   (TUQ) (0.306) (D)"3,98 

It was assumed that the effect of the difference of wall thickness between the 
steel and aluminum tubing for a 3, 000-psi system is negligible so that the 
above expression would apply to both types of tubing. 

Adding 10% of (TUDPF) for pressure losses in plumbing bends, fittings, and 
other small components not considered in this study and separating e*ch tube 
category results in the following expressions for line loss as a function of 
valve flow, line length,  and line diameter. 

TUDP4   =   DPS 14 + DPS24 + DPAL14 + DPAL24 

where 

DPS14 = 2.69 (TULS1) {Q) (DS1)"3*98 

DPS24 = 1.35 (TULS2) (Q) (DS2)"3'98 

DPAL14 = 2.69 (TULALl) (Q) (DAJL.1)"3,98 

DPAL24 = 1,35 (TULAL2) (Q) (DAL2)"3,98 

Use of the higher-pressure systems with the thicker-walled tubing results if» 
more pressure losses because of smaller flow areas and a larger viscosity 
correction factor. Referring to Table VI, the reduction in the inside diame- 
ter for each 1, 000-psi increase in pressure regardless of tube size, aver- 
ages out tobe 4.9%. The corresponding increase to pressure loss is about 
20% because of the tubing and also 20% because of the viscosity correction. 
As a result,  (TUDP4) with a pressure term added will be 

TUDP4   =   [DPS14 t DPS24J (1 + 0.0002 (PRES - 3.000)]2 

+ DPAL14 + DPAL24 

where 

(PRES     3,000)   £  0 

\ 
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5.    ACTUATOR 

Table VII lummtriiti the parameter relation ships associated with the 
actuator.  ferivations of these relationships follow the summary sheet. 

a.     Actuator Weight 

A schematic of the tandem actuator unit is shown by Figure 40.  Sample 
weight calculations bated upon this schematic and plotted as a function oC 
torque arm length with the supply pressure as a parameter indicate a rela- 
tionship as shown by Figure 41.   Application of a hyperbolic relationship to 
these curves with a minimum weight correction factor results in the follow» 
in   expression: 

ACTW   =   HMT (10    ) 

+ 140 (PNOM) 

10.0625   i + 4 /RNOM - 56IPNOM1"0,280) Jj 

•0.242 

To obtain the ?bove expression,  the ratio of the actuator AP (ACTDP) to the 
suppiy pressure (PRES) was approximated by a value of two-thirds.   This 
ratio was used because it approximates the pressure where maximum power 
transfer occurs.   Because the system flow-pressure relationships are inter- 
related,  an actuator AP approximation was necessary to calculate the actua- 
tor area. 

In the above expression,  actuator design is based upon a constant torqu.3 
design.   During the optimization process,  however,  the actuator weight *ror 
variable torque design will have to be determined because arbitrarily 
selected valuer of supply pressure,  actuator area,  and torque arm length 
will be uned.   Corresponding torque correction factors must be added to this 
expression.   Witn ■>«.- of rhe same type of calculations,  the actuator area fac- 
tor can be/kpproximated by 

+3.3 (AREA-ANOM) (10"5) 

The supply pressure factor can be approximated by 

4-0.95 (PRES-PNOM) (10*8) 

The torque arm factor can be approximated by 

+ 1.2 (R-RNOM) (10    ) 
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TABLE Vli 

ACTUATOR SUMMARY SHEET 

/%>,/;" 

/V/)//£ ACTUATOR 5YAI£OU   *__.£_ X 

/A//*ars: J__ü  OUPUTS    A   C  T   W 

JL. -i_ JL. -L. -_ _ -A.-C._L_Js_ 
y' _R E s_ _____ ___  ^^ i 

0       B       L       K       X 

_* _ 0 M_ 
r     no     M 
A        M        0        M 

nurpur _£jDuft r/OA/s. -  
~ HM«.000O2*aW25#(l.+4.*(IW0H-5«,*(m»O«*(-.J»0)) 

**2.))«*.5+1*0.#PNCM*«(-,2*2)+3,3*<A»EA-*m)H) ♦ 
\kl£// //•"      A     C       T       W " •WW5*(WB-FIWH)*1.2*0M«II0HJ 

C^5r-  ••• VAP 

feoASHJry _s§_w  
■UWCTH ACT t, -    .052»»PEmX>K»13, 

ff071£5 *0     Data obtained fro« lortM Corporation, Zrvln«, California, «ntf fron 
Aircraft Wvlalon, Douglas Aircraft Company, Lon* ••«eh, California. 
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Figure 40. Actuator Schematic 
Incorporation of the (HM) notation 

HM   =   (1/2) HMT 

results in the final expression 

ACTW   =   2 HM(1 O'5)HO.0625   1 + 4 ( 1 + 4 IRNOM - 56(PNOM] 0.280r \ 

+ 140 (PNOM)"0,242 + 3.3 (AREA-ANOM) 

+ 0.95 (PRES-PNOM) (10~3) + 1.2 (R-RNOM) 
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b. Actuator Cost 

The actuator it an integral part of the valve actuator package so its cost will 
be included in the total assembly. 

c. Actuator Size 

Because the valve assembly more or less surrounds the actuator,  the actua- 
tor's area is not an important dimension.   The length is predominant,  how- 
ever,  and will be considered.   The actuator length is primarily a function of 
the stroke.   Other factors,   such as method of attachment,  cylinder ends, 
piston thickness,  etc.,   influence actuator length;  however,  for a particular 
configuration they will be fairly constant.   As a result,  actuator length will 
be defined in terms of a constant plus a stroke function. 

Assuming a simple small angle relationship,  actuator stroke as a function of 
control surface deflection can be expressed by 

ACTS   B   DELMX (R) /57.3 

Because the actuator is a tandem unit,  the piston rod must be at least three 
times aa long as the calculated stroke (two cylinders + one stroke).   For the 
Boeing 727 elevator-control package,   it has a length factor of about 13 in. 
over and above that contributed by the stroke.   As a result,  the overall actu- 
ator length can be represented by: 

ACTL   =   0.0524 (DELMX) (R) + 13 

d. Actuator Reliability 

As with the other components, published reliability data are very general, 
and so It It impossible to use it to obtain a correlation between failure rates 
and actuator design parameters.   To determine whether actual failure reports 
would provide more useful information,  it was decided to survey the ATA 
(Air Transport Association) failure summary reports and determine whether a 
correlation exists, for example, betw    n actuator leakage failures and actu- 
ator stroke because stroke i    a parameter being used in this study.   ATA 
reports covering the period of 1 January 1961 through 31 December 1964 for 
the DC-8 totaling 1,271,201 hours of aircraft operation were reviewed.   The 
results are tabulated In Table VIII. 
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Table VIII 

DC-8 ACTUATOR LEAKAGE FAILURE DATA 

Function No. per plane     Nominal strokes     No. of failures 

Main landing gear uplatch 2 0,6 3 

Aileron 2 4,1 0 

Tab lockout 2 4.2 1 

Flap outboard 2 4.3 0 

Flap midwing 2 5.2 0 

Flap inboard 2 7.1 2 

Main landing gear trim 2 7.4 1 

Nose wheel steering 2 7.9 1 

Rudder 1 7.9 0 

It is not evident from the above data that there is a correlation between leak- 
age failures and stroke if one does exist.   A factor that complicates the situa- 
tion is the incorporation of design changes during the 4-year period because 
it was impossible to determine the change effectively from the available data. 
It was noted during the survey,  however,  that when a failure was not diag- 
nosed *• an isolated incident and a design change occurred, this change 
usually corrected the situation and no more failures of this kind happened 
again. 

As a result, because the actuator is an integral part of the valve actuator 
package, its reliability will be included in the reliability of the total assembly. 

6.     VALVE 

Table DC summarizes the parameter relationships associated with the valve. 
| Derivations of these relationships follow the summary sheet. 
i 

| a.     Valve Assembly Weight 
i ___ 

xhe valve assembly contains a number of components.   These include the 
| following: 

I 1.     Transfer valve. 
I 
| 2.     Autopilot actuator. 
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TABLE IX 

VALVE SUMMARY SHEET 
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3. Metering valve. 

4. Tab lockout valve. 

5. Filters. 

6. Solenoids. 

7. Bypass valves. 

8. Input,  feedback,   and summing leakages. 

9. Various manifolds. 

Because this unit is similar to the Boeing 727 elevator-valve assembly,  and, 
because it contains so many different functions,   its weight will be expressed 
as a function of valve flow and based upon the weight of the Boeing 727 unit. 
The Boeing unit weighs about 35 lb and has a maximum valve flow of about 
1 gpm,   so,   if 10% weight is added for each gpm above one,  the valve assem- 
bly weight for a 3, 000-psi system can be expressed by 

VASW3   =   35 + (Q - 1) (0.10) (35) 

For systems with pressures other than 3, 000 psi, a nominal change in weight 
of 5% for each 1, 000-psi change in system pressure will be used. Adding this 
pressure function to the previous expression resulta in 

VASW   =   (31.5+ 3. 5Q) [1 + 0.00005 (PRES-3, 000)] 

b. Valve Assembly Cost and Reliability 

Because the valve assembly is an integral part of the valve actuator package, 
its cost and reliability will be included in the total unit. 

c. Valve Assembly Size 

The valve assembly size is quite flexible because its combination of valves, 
manifolds,  and so forth,  can be patched together in many different possible 
wcys.   As a result,   it can be made to fit most envelopes and so the volume or 
size of the unit will not be considered. 

7.     VALVE ACTUATOR 

"fable X summarizes the parameter relationships associated with the valve 
actuator.   Derivations of these relationships follow the summary sheet. 
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TABLE X 
VALVE ACTUATOR SUMMARY SHEET 
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a.     Valve Actuator Package Weight 

This unit is a combination of the valve assembly and actuator and so its 
weight can be expressed by 

VAPW ACTW + VA3W 

b.     Valve Actuator Package Cost and Reliability 

Cost and reliability will remain about the same for the various systems that 
are studied because the same configuration will be used in each case.   Data 
obtained from Bertea Products using the Boeing 727 unit as a guide indicate 
that for an arbitrary quantity,  the cost in dollars is 

VAPC   =   7.500 

The un . reliability based upon data obtained from various commercial air- 
lines for the Boeing 727 unit over a period of 20 months and a total service 
time of 188, 441 flight hours indicates the number of failures per 10" hours 
to be 

VAPR 16 

c. Valve Actuator Package Size 

The predominant size factor in this assembly is the actuator length.   As men- 
tioned for the valve assembly,  the overall size is not considered because the 
design is very flexible and can usually be made to fit most envelopes. 

d. Valve Actuator Package Pressure Distribution 

System pressure can be divided into the following three parts:   (1) plumbing 
AP,  (2) actuator AP,  and (3) valve AP,  as shown by Figure 31.   The flow- 
actuator rate relationship is a function of the actuator area which,  in turn,  is 
a function of the actuator AP.   As shown by Figure 42, however,  the available 
actuator AP depends upon the How.   As a result,  an assumption must be made, 
values calculated, the assumption compared to the calculated value, and the 
process repeated if the comparison reveals too large an error    A method tbat 
can be used to obtain a good first assumption is as follows: 

At maximum rate 

PRES   =   TUDPM * VASDPM 
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because there isn't any actuator AP.   If it is assumed that the plumbing AP is 
a function of Q^ instead of Q*-75t  then at one-half rate the actuator AP can 
be defined as 

ACTDP1    =   PRES - (1/4) TUDPM - (1/4) VASDPM 

=   PRES - 1/4 [TUDPM + VASDPM] 

=   3/4 PRES 

With a value for actuator AP,  actuator area at the one-half rate design condi- 
tion can be expressed by 

AREA   =   HMD/ACTDP1 (R) 

The corresponding valve flow in gallons per minute can be expressed by 

Q   =   0.00453 (DET,D) (AREA) (R) 

From this information,  a new value for the actuator AP (ACTDP) at the one- 
half-rate design condition can be calculated 

ACTDP   =   PRES - 0.25 (PRES - TUDPM) - TUDP2 

To determine whether an iteration is required,  the following ground rule was 
established: 

if (ACTDP1)-(ACTDP) £ 100,  then use ACTDP as calculated, 
if (ACTDP1)-(ACTDP) > 100,  then substitute (ACTDP1 + ACTDP)/2 
for the old vaiue of ACTDP1 and recalculate ACTDP. 

8.     FLUID TEMPERATURE 

A heat exchanger was not included in this simplified actuation system because 
a cursory fluid temperature check indicated that the fluid temperature would 
not exceed the nominal specified limit of 160°F.   The following calculations 
are a sample of the type used to check the fluid temperature.   V/hen used on a 
DC-8,  temperatures obtained utilizing these calculations compared favorably 
with actual test data.   The following assumptions will be used: 

1. Overall pump efficiency and all system pressure looses with the 
exception of actuator AP go into heating the fluid. 

2. Nominal flow of one-third maximum pump flow. 

3. Actuator AP of three-fourths system pressure. 
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4. All of the heat lost will be by convection with a surface coefficient 
(C) of 2 Btu/hr ft2 °F. 

5. Surface area will consist of tubing area plus 10% for other 
components. 

6. A standard sea level ambient day temperature 'T) of 68°F will oe 
used because ground operation will give the higher fluid 
temperatures. 

With a hinge moment of 36, 000 in. -lb,  a control surface rate of 40°/sec,  and 
a system presp-re of 3, 000 psi,  the nominal system flow (QN) will be 

_   (0.00453)(DELD)(HMD)(l/3)(8.8) 
UIN   " (3/4XPRES) 

(0.00453)(40)(36, 000)(l/3)(8.8) 
= (3/4)(3,000) 

=   8.5 gpm 

The hydraulic system output power (HPO) based upon the actuator AP will be 

HPO   -   (3/4>(PftSS)(QN) nru   - 17U 

(3/4)(3,000)(8.S) 
_ 17l4 

=   11.15 hp 

The input power (HPI) with an overall pump efficiency of 92% will be 

MOT        (PRESHQN) 
HPI   =    1114 (0.927 

-   (3,000)(8 5) 
1714 (0.92) 

=   16.15 hp 

Therefore, the heat generated (HIN) will be 

.   Rtsi/hr 
HIN   =   (HPI-HPO) Wkf^g-— 

=   (16.15 - il.I5)(2547) 

«   12,730 Btu/hr. 
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The tubing surface area (TSA) will be calculated on the basis of using a 5/8- 
in. -diam for the No.  1 tubing and 1/2-in. -diatn for the No. 2 tubing.   As a 
result,  the total surface area (SA) will be 

SA   =   1.1 (TSA) 

=   li^M ((0.625) (370) + (0.5) (160)J 

=   89.5 ft2 

The fluid temperature obtained with 12, 73u Btu/hr heat input,  89.5 ft2 of sur- 
face area,  and 68°F ambient will be 

HIN   =   (C) (SA) (FLT - T) 

12,730   =   2(89.5) (FLT - 68) 

FLT   =   139°F 

9.     SYSTEM ELASTICITY 

Table XI   summarizes the parameter relationships associated with the sys- 
tem elasticity.   Derivations of these relationships follow the summary sheet. 

The actuation system resonant frequency is a function of the system elastic- 
ity,  so relationships between it and the system design parameters must be 
obtained.   In this study,  those items which will be used to describe system 
elasticity are fluid elasticity and the elasticity of the actuator cylinders. 
They are like springs in series and the effective elasticity of the system can 
be expressed by 

1 
SI* 

1     ,     1 
FL£" + ÜYE" 

10.   FLUID ELASTICITY 

Table XII   summarizes the parameter relationships associated with the fluid 
elasticity.   Derivations of these relationships follow the summary sheet. 

The fluid-bulk modulus (or elasticity) is a function of the fluid temperature 
and pressure.   Data obtained by R. L. Peeler and J. Green (Reference 5) on 
the adiabatic bulk mod»!".» of MIL-H-56C6A fluid,  covöriüj • temperature 
range of 50° to 200 °F,  can be approximated by Figure 43.  Based on these 
data, the fluid bulk modulus as a function of the fluid temperature and system 
pressure can be expressed by 

FLE   =   -610 (FLT) + 138500 [(2/3)(PRES)J 0.1082 

M 
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TABLE XI 
SYSTEM ELASTICITY SUMMARY SHEET 

A/AM£:    WSTO 

ELASTICITY 
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SYAIöOL 

/A/Pars: _LJL_L 
C       T       B 
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COST 

SlirE 
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ACTUATW CYURDER PRESSURE (PS x 1C*) 

Flfura 43. Adiatatlc Bulk Modulus of NHL-H-5606A 
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In this expression,  it was assumed that the actuator cylinder pressure at 
steady state and for small cyclic inputs can be approximated by a value of 
two-thirds of the system pressure. 

11.   ACTUATOR CYLINDER ELASTICITY 

Table XIII summarizes the parameter relationships associated with the 
actuator cylinder elasticity.    Derivations of these relationships follow the 
summary sheet. 

Under static conditions,  expansion of the actuator cylinder tends to lower 
cylinder pressure so it will be considered in determining the system elastic- 
ity.    Cylinder expansion is a function of the following: 

1. Cylinder pressure. 

2. Piston area. 

3. Cylinder thickness. 

4. Piston rod diameter. 

5. Material modulus of elasticity (E). 

6. Poissons ratio. 

Assuming that the last three factors are constant and using stress-strain 
relationships for a thick-walled steel cylinder,  cylinder elasticity can be 
approximated by the straight-line relationship shown by Figure 44.    Based on 
these data, the actuator elasticity for a steel cylinder as a function of system 
pressure and actuator area can be expressed by 

1 
cTE 0.0019 (AREA)'0-41 (PRESf0,88 

12.   MECHANICAL LINKAGE 

Table XIVsummarises the parameter relationships associated with the 
mechanical linkage.   Derivations of the relationships follow the summary 
sheet. 

The mechanical linkage includes all of those parts used in the transmission of 
a mechanical »Lgn-1 frort the cockpit to the valve actuator package for each 
elevator control rurface.    Tti« includes cockpit control columns,  cable tension 
regulators,  torque ov«r*id* r.nitc.  l._od feel mechanisms, zr.d misc^llincuui 
cabling and linkages.    This mechanical control link will be considered as a 
complete assembly with weight beüig the only item of interest.   Because none 
cf the design parameters being considered influences the des*Bn of this con- 
trol link, its weight will be considered constant at a v»Ja- ef 

MLW   =   108 lb 
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TABLE XIII 

ACTUATOR CYLINDER ELASTICITY SUMMARY SHEET 

A/AAf£ : ACTPATOK CTLIMPBK 5YA16OL   -£_ JL. _L_  
ELASTICITT 

/A/furs: _i._jL_L.Ji Oufkrs    ________ _L 
PIES 

nurpur £QU&L'/date. 

vjm#r .  
COST .  
s/zk  
&üAßiury .  

n-wncm        _c t __t - AHEA««.»i*Pwa**.M/.oo» 

//cr*s\ 

! 
i  ! 
\ 
i 

i \ 
■ 

i 

I 

i   ! 



TABLE XIV 

MECHANICAL LINKAGE SUMMARY SHEET 

PAl*£ 

LINKAGE 

/A/^urs: JL JL JL J     OuFars    JL ±_ JL 

nurpur  tnuAT/oA/s 

\fij£/6tfr    _M_ _L_ _W - 108^ 

COST- . , 
SIZE     . .  
feüfißiury   

f/Or£$i Data obtalnad fret Aircraft Divialoo, Doujlaa Aircraft Co., 
Loofi Baach, Califoral*. 
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Figure 44. Actuator Cyllndr Elasticity 
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APPENDIX II 

DYNAMIC MODEL RELATIONSHIPS 

A hydraulic actuation system operates in a nonlinear way and so,  logically, 
it should be represented L,/ a nonlinear dynamic model.    Such a model is 
shown in Figure 45.    The model includes the essential characteristics of an 
actual hydraulic flow-control system.    Those refinements,  however,   such as 
valve lap,  valve leakage,  and actuator torque-arm elasticity, which identify 
a particular system,  have not been included for simplicity.    The absence of 
these refinements influences model performance primarily in the resonant 
area;  however,  as shown in Figure 46,  a portion of the characteristic reso- 
nant peak is still present.    Data on a more complete model can be found in 
Reference 6. 

When designing a control system,   some form of electronic compensation 
normally is used to counteract the adverse effect of the resonant peak on 
system performance and to more or less linearize system response.    In this 
design,  a linearized response and a linearized model were desired to facili- 
tate use of the ISE criterion but,   as mentioned previously,  the electronic 
portion of the control system was not included and so could not be used for 
this purpose.    As a result,  to retain the essential hydraulic system charac- 
teristics,   and still have a fairly linear response,   it was decided to add 
dynamic pressure feedback to the actuation system.    For simplicity,  the 
effect of the dynamic pressure feedback will be shown only on the final linear- 
ized model.    Because the dynamic pressure feedback will not affect the equa- 
,;ons derived in this section,  its effect can be added to the final form by 
application of the superposition principle. 

Referring to the nonlinear dynamic model (Figure 45),  displacement of the 
valve spool,  X, is the input to the system, and the actuator piston motion, 
Y  ,  is the output.    From the block diagram,  flow into cylinder No.   1 is 

Qcl(«) KjK2 ^ Pcl(s)X(s) 

If Xn is defined a.« the nominal spool position,   Pcn the nominal cylinder pres- 
sure,  and small perturbations about these values are considered,  flow is 
given as 

AQclO 
8Qcl{s) 
ap 

cl 

9Qcl(s) 
n-AP  ,(s) + - a  / .    AX(s) (s)        cT  '        8x(s) '  ' 

•1/2 1/2 1 / V-*/<& / \l/i 
=    -±K.K,(F   -P ,(•)) x AP  ,(«) +K.K,(P   -P     }       AX(a) 2 12\s       cl    7 n      cl 1   2\   s       en/ 

1 T>j2   ,..,„Uri- els used ii< Appendix 11 have been simplified as an aid to the 
development of the required functions,    All symbols used,  however,  have 
been defined in the appendix. 
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•VALVE SPOOL MOTION 

• VALVE AREA - STROKE RELATIONSHIP 
• FLOW CONSTANT 

- VALVE KETERING AREA 
VALVE FLOW 

- UNCOMPRESSED FLUID VOLUME SUBJECT TO CYLINDER 
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■ SYSTEM ELASTICITY 
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• ACTUATOR MOMENT OR TORQUE ARM 
- OPERATOR m 

Figure 45. Nonlinear Dynamic Model 
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The nominal conditions, are 
X     =   0 n 

P       «   P /2 en s 

Then,  the flow is 

AQcl(.)   = KjK^P^/SAXls). 

An identical relationship can be derived for Qc2l it must be remembered, 
however, that the flows bear the opposite sign. From the block diagram, 
the cylinder pressure with a nominal cylinder volume Van,  is given as 

Pcl<'>   "   Qcl^(va7)7-V-a7V-) 

and similarly for cylinder No.  2.    The pressure drop across the actuator is 

AP(.,    . ^n' X(.)  - ygJt Y   (.) 

Making the following definitions 

an£ 

2KlK2v^/lß 
ran 

2pA 

Therefore, the pressure drop can be written as 

Ke AP e   -j*X(s) - KhY (•) 

Combining this with thr representation of the dynamic pref sure feedback 
given by Maog (Reference 7) the block diagram shown in figure 4? describes 
the linearised system. 

To verify accuracy of the linoarived modei, a frequency response of the 
lir.ssr msu«l w«* cemiwrtd with the frequency response of the nonlinear 
model taken at different if put levels.    The results for a 10% input it shown 
In Figure 48.   As is readily seen from these data, the frequency response 
curv«* of ~ha nonlinear model with dynamic-pressure feedback and the linear 
model ompare well.   From additional data taken,  but not shown, good 
comparison was found 'or ioput levels up to SO %. 
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! 

-^9)—* K, —H^H^ 

KpS 

1+rS 

E' 
WHERE 

*r - COMMAND INPUT 
X -VALVE SPOOL MOTION 
K. - .IMPUFIER AND TORQUE MOTOR GAIN 
K, - FLOW CONSTANT 

«P -PRESSURE FEEDBACK GAM 
r - TBC CONSTANT OF PRESSURE FEEDBACK 

*f -FEEDBACK GAIN 

\ - EQUIVALENT HYDRAULIC SPRING 
AP - ACTUATOR PISTON DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE 

V - ACTUATOR PISTON AREA 
1 - LOAD INERTIA 

V - ACTUATOR OUTPUT 

s - LOAD VELOCITY 
R - ACTUATOR MOMENT OR TORQUE ARk 

S - OPERATOR d/dt 

Figure 47. Linearized Dynamic Model 
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APPENDIX HI 

NO.   1 COMPUTER PROGRAM 

1.    DESCRIPTION OF THE FDCED-GRID COMPUTER PROGRAM 

The computer program was written with a series of subroutines for the 
evaluation of the cost functions.    This was done for ease of understanding the 
completed program and for convenience in making cc-rections and additions. 
The entire program is written in Fortran IV language.    The main program 
basically sets up the grid over which the performance index will be evaluated 
and calculates the performance index.    There ar»; six subroutines:    one each 
for the five cost functions and one for the evaluation of the nominal system. 
The fixed grid is used to evaluate in the following manner: 

a. The program fixes a pressure,  moment arm, and the tube sizes, 
and then evaluates the minimum area that will meet the hinge- 
moment requirements.    The performance index and cost functions 
will be evaluated for these parameter values. 

b. Then holding all of the parameters fixed,  the area will be increased 
by 0. 5 sq in.  and the performance criterion re-evaluated.    This will 
be repeated three times. 

c. Then the pressure will be increased by adding a fixed, predetermined 
amount (250 p?i for this example),  then the minimum area will again 
be calculated,  and the performance index evaluated.    The area will 
then be incremented as indicated in step b. 

d. After the entire range of pressure has been investigated at the 
initial moment arm and tube diameters,  the moment arm will be 
decreased by a fixed constant (0. 5 in.  for this example).    Then the 
entire range of pressure*» and the corresponding areas will be 
re-evaluated.    This will continue until all of the moment-arm values 
to be investigated have been used, 

e. After this has been accomplished for the initial values of the tubes, 
the entire process must be repeated again for each possible combi- 
nation of the tube sizes.    This will cover the parameter space. 

The logic for each subroutine is similar.    The flow diagram for the weight 
subroutine shown by Figure 49 is typical of this logic. 
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/^ENTRY FROM A 
YMAW PROGRAM/ HZ 
\    INPUT    / 
\ DATA   / 

CALCUUTE 
ACCUMULATOR 

WEKJHT 

CALCULATE 
PUMP 

I   WEIGHT 

CALCULATE 
VALVE ASSEMBLY 

WEIGHT 

I 
CALCULATE 
ACTUATOR 

WEIGHT 

CALCULATE 
TUBING FLUID 
WEIGHT 

I 
CALCUUTE 

TUB WG WEIGHT 

I 
CALCULATE 
RESERVOIK 

WEIGHT 

I 
TOTAL 
WEIGHT 

5 

NO 

►  W0    \   PRINT   / 

Figure 49. Weight Subroutine Logic 
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2.    COMPUTER VARIABLES NOT PREVIOUSLY DEFINED 

Computer variables not previously defined and used in the No.   i listing 
include the following: 

TOTW total weight. 

TNOMW total nominal weight. 

TOTC total cost. 

TNOMC total nominal cost. 

TOTDYP total dynamic performance. 

TOTV total volume. 

TNOMV total nominal volume. 

TOTR total reliability. 

TNOMR total nominal reliability. 

VEQ equivalent volume. 

VEQN nominal equivalent volume. 

REDN nominal reservoir diameter. 

RELN nominal reser-'^r length. 

ACTLN nominal actuator lengih. 

WR desired bandwidth of actuation system. 
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LISTING FOR 
-IT FOR MAIN 
C OPTIMAL OFSION OF   AN 

DIMENSION     PARAMJ31)* 

NO.  1 COMPUTER PROGRAM 

ACTUATING 
FJS«6> 

SYSTEM 

10 

19 

18 

COMMON  /DATA/ Al 381 
COMMON  /NOMI/ TNOMV .TNOMC»TNOMV.TNOMR.TNOMOY .TNOMEN 
COMMON  /OUP/  TOTW»TOTC»TOTV»ToTR.TOTDVP»TOTENVtACTW 
COMMON  /FIG/ IFPFLG.IERFLG.IDIA.NNEND.NN 
COMMON /INTM/ DSl.DS2.DALi.DAL2. 0» PRES»AREA.R.ACTDP.TUF'.W.ANÖRM 
FOUIVALENCF < A<26>fTULÄLi»*I A(27»»TULAL2»•iA«28)»TULSi)* 

1 <A«2<>».TULS2» 
WRITF «6.553» 
RFAD «5.500» (Al 11*1*1*381 
WRITE 16.550»  «A«I».1»1.38» 
READ «5.501»  NFND» MEND 
WRITF «6.551»  N"*NO» MEND 
WRITE «6.555» 
DO 10  Mr 2.31 
PARAMtl!) • 0,0 
IFPFLG « 0 
IERFLG « 0 
NNEND - 5 
IEN0 » 1 
JFND • 1 
KFNO » 1 
LEND ■ 1 
IF« AJ71.NE. 0,0» LEND ■ 
IF« A(9),NE, 0,0) KEND * 
IF« AJ11J.NE. 0,0) JFND ■ 
IF« AI13J.NE. 0.0) IEND - 
PARAM(l) * A«3> 
DOJ5 II»2.9 
PARAM(II) >  PARAM(Il-l) 
PARAM«1»*5.3 
PARAMI10» a Al 21 
D01B II«2»17 
PAKAM«II*9) » PARAMf11*81 
PARAMIIOI« A«l» 
DO 200  I* l.IEND 
DO 200  J* l.JEND 
DO 200  K* 1 .KEND 
DO 2C0  L* l.LEND 
00 200  M> l.MEND 
DO 200  N« ItNEND 
DO 199 NN« 1.NNEND 
PRES o PARAMt N*9» 

♦ A«5» 

♦ A(A) 

PARAMfMI 
* ASFA ♦ «5 
* A«L*5l 
* A«J*9» 
* AiK*7» 
■ AU+in 

KünSYS 
I0IA ,E0. 0)  GO TO 29 

PRES - 9000, 

MAIN0000 
MAIN0063 
MAINOOO* 
MAIN0009 
MAIN0012 
MA5N0019 
MAIN0018 
MA1NÖ019 
MAIN0C20 
MAIN0023 
MAIN002A 
MAIN002T 
MA1N00I0 
MAIN0033 
MAIN009A 
MAIN009* 
MA1N0099 
MIN00*2 
MAIN00A5 
MA1N0069 
MAIN0072 
MAIN0075 
MAIN0078 
MAIN0081 
MAIN008* 
MA1N0087 
MAIN0090 
KAIN0093 
MAIN0096 

MAIN0102 

MA1N0114 
MAIN011Y 
MAING120 
MAMOUJ 
MAIN0124 
MAIN012« 
MAIN01S2 
MAIN0199 
MAIN0U2 
MAIN0169 
MA1N0168 
MAIN0171 
MAIN017* 
MAIN0177 
UA«UA1• & 
mv% ***** « ■* •* 

MAIN013A 

AREA 
DAll 
DAL2 
0S1 
0S2 
CMLL 
IF« 
111 
!F«223.LT.0,0I  229  «0,0 
221 r     336*»<   TULSl»IDSll»*«-3.98»»«l.*,0002*229>»*2  ♦  TUUALlMOAL 

11»*««-J.981» 
222 «   .936«*«   TULS2*«DS2)»*«-3»98>»«l**.0OO2»223»*»2   ♦  TULAL2»«0AL 

12»»»«-3,9t»l 
29  TUOPA       •     0«   (   2.2*221   ♦ 222) MAIN013* 

IF  I   PRES  ,GF. TU6P*     1    (50 TO SO MA 11,019* 
lit 



WWf (**934> I*JtK*L.MtN.NN,TU0P4 
,EQ. 0} 60 TO 210 

35 

0) 50 TO 33 

0) 60 TO 210 

»NE. 0} 60 TO 32 

IP IIFPFL6 
60 TO m 

JO CALL WE!6MT 
IF» IERFL6 .EO, 

32 PIDX «  0.0 
IERFL6 - 0 
IF IIFPFL3 .FO, 
60 TO  115 
CALL COST 
IF 1 IERFL6 .NE. 01 GO TO 32 
CALL DYNPER 
IF ( IERFL6 
CALL VOLUME 
IF f IERF16 .NE* 0) GO TO 32 
CALL RELIAB 
If   ( IERFL6 .NE. 0 > 60 TO 32 
IF (IFPFL6.NE. 0) 60 TO 110 
PARAM»1)«AI3) 
PARAMUO)« A(2> 
IFPFL6 • 1 

110 PIDX • 0,0 
FJSU) » 1.0 - TOTW/(2«0*TNOMW) 
FJS(2»   «   1.0  - TOTC/(2.0»TNOMCI 
FJS(3>   "   1.   -  TOTOYP 
FJSU>«   1.0-TOTV/(2.0«TNOMV) 
FJSI5) • 1.0 - TOTR/ (2.0 • TNOMR) 
00  112  II ■ 1*5 
IF CIFJSUIf.LT. 0.01.0R.(FJ5(II).GT.1.0J) GO TO 115 

112 CONTINUE 
DO  114  If • 1.5 

114 PIDX •  PIOX ♦ A(1I+31)*FJS(II) 
115 WRITE  (4*552)  I*J*K»l*M»M*NN»PI0X»TOTW.TOTCt7OT0YP.TOTVtT0TRt 

1ACTW 
199 CONTINUE 

NNEND • 4 
CONTINUE 200 

210 
500 
501 
550 

STOP 
FORMAT ( 
FORMAT ( 
FORMAT ( 

t       ■ F10 
2F10.3//13M 0AL11 
3F10.3.10H DS12 

MAIN0JS4 
MA INIIS* 
MAIN0117 
MAIN01M 
MAINOI*» 
MA1N0I44 
MAEN014T 
MAIN014S 
MAIN0130 
MAINOISO 
MAIN0192 
MAIN1192 
MAIN2152 

MA1N0139 

MA INO140 
MAIN0193 
MAIN0154 
MA INI154 

MAIN4134 
MAIN719A 
MAIM61S* 
MAIN9154 
«AIN0155 
MAIN013* 

MAIN01IÖ 
MA I NO «9 
MAIN0192 
MAIN0199 

7F10.3 i MAIN0198 
2HX.I2) i MAIN0201 
lHOt 47X*'JHINPUr DATA////13H P NOM     - F10.3tliH P MINMAIN0204 
?.10H R NOM  « F10.3»10H P INC  ■ F10.3»UM R INC  •   MAIN0207 

• F10.3.11H 0AL12   > F10.3.10H 0S11   ■    MAIN0210 
F10.3.11H DAL21   > F10.3#11H 0AL22  > F10.3//MAIN021S 

413H 0S21 * MO, 1,11H 0S22 <- F10.3.10M W MAX « F10„3»10H WMAINQ216 
3 MIN • FI0.3.IIH C MAX ■ F10.3»llH C MIN • F10.3//I3H PUV MAX.4AIN0219 
6 ■ F10.3*11H RED MAX " F10.3*10H R MAX > F10.S.10H R MIN ■ MAIN0222 
7F10.3.11H DYP MAX - F10.3,11H OYP MIN > F10.3//13N ENV MAX ■ WAIN0223 
8F10.3»1)H ENV MIN - F10.3.10M TULAL1 > F10.3.10M TULAL2 « F10.3» MAIN022I 
911H TULS1 - F10.3tllH TULS2 « F10.3//13H OELTA MAX « F10.3* MAIN0231 
UlH MM * F10,3*1QH WTF1 • F10.3*10H C0STF2 - F10.3.11H 0YPFMAIN0232 
23 - F10.3//13K V0LF4 ■ F10.3.11H RELF5 • FIO.^IOH ENVF* MAIM12S2 
3- F10.3.11H REL MAX ■ FlO.tt MAIN2292 

391 FORMAT ( JHO» 11H P STATES • I4.5X.10HR STATES • 14) MAIN0234 
552 FORMAT (IH . 6H CASE 511»12*11.3X*7HP.I. > F7.2»3X* 

19HWT ■ F8.1.3X.7HC0ST * F7.0#3X»6HDYP > Fft.2*SX»6HV0L > Fft.2»3Xt MAIN0240 
26MRFL ■ F7,1#3X»7HACTW * F7.2) MAIN1240 

353 FORMAT J1H1, 40X. 24H0PTIMAL ACTUATING SYSTEM  ) MAIN0241 
594 FORMAT ( IH «  6M CASE     Iltll.lit 11*1ltI2»Il*3X* 8HTUÖP4 ■   MAIN0242 

I  F1C3) MAIN0241 
995 F0RMAT(1H1»34X*36HCASE > OS2«DAL2tO$ltOALl*R*PRES*AREA » MAINI243 
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..^P*L;lUJH|p 

END MAIN02^ 
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~iT  ?0R HOHSYS 

COMMON  ;2fT"
0"^S 

COMMON  /rirJ   .-,2S'»TÜUALi.Tiii . 

US: £""""« ^•■•«T».WUä gggg 
DAL 10 . o.O «ÖWSOOio 
0AL20 » O.o WOMSOOn 
60 To 3 NOMS0012 

3 IF 'NN .Fo  ii "OMS0012 

GO TO I,  F°,5,'*NOC(NN\EQ >,, »OMSOOll 
5 ARM . HM/fo...       N«^.2>) GO TO 5 «ONSOOiJ 
A*OR* ."%£****  »> »OMS0012 

0AL10 - oIuDALl0> 60 TO 7 "OWSOOia 
GO TO 10  U 10MS00J1 

DS10 . 5sf •0S1°* G0 TO 8 «OMSOoii 
GO TO 'o "0MS0023 

8 Äc«°JL£g-«>*L20, Co TO 9 SSSS 
GO To 12 *L2              9 «0MS0026 

0520 J^*"*«» GO To 15 jOMSOole7 

GO To l? NOMS0025 
10 1DM - j NOMS0030 

12 fj,l° 8 ,93'*(1«*.0O03#27AI 

Z^   •   <   :?«:^-0'     00  TO  25     °P   '   "   T«J0P2 NOMS0048 
"•—     " 'iOMSOOS! 

NOMS0054 
WOMS0037 

^   fZZ4.lr  inn"   " ACTOP) 
»»ES  .  ?n'A°:0)   G0  TO 20 
GO  TO 5     E$  * "♦/  2.0 

20  WRITF   »A     ,~ 
25   «TWIN      '   30!     P«ES9ApF,, 

E-NO pl0.3.lOH   K&l 

T^P.TUDP2,ACrop 

8H  AREA   «   F10.1.   «MS-   F10,3. 
"   FIC.3«   ?H  ACTDP  •   F10,3> 

'»v»noU037 
"OMS0038 
tOMSOOfe/ 
**OMS00©3 
«0MS00»6 

^Cm*0072 
WOMS0075 
■N0MS007« 
"OMSOOfll 

lift 



-IT FOR WE/GHT 
SUBROUTINE WEIGHT 
COMMON /DATA/ All!) »WMX.WMN» DUH( 10) »YUULi ♦ ?Ui.At2«TULSi*TULS2» 

1 DELMX» MM 
COMMON /FLG/ IFPfLG.IERFIG.IDlA 
COMMON /INTM/ DSi.DS2,DALl.DAL2»Q»PRES.AREA»RtACTOP»TUFLWtANOÄM 
COMMON /0\fr/   TQTW.DUMA(5).*C7W 
COMMON /NOMI/ TNOMW 
IF ? iFPFLG.NE.O) GO TO 5 
222 *ABSCSQRT(0.06?«S*U.+*.*(5.0-56.*300t;.**<-0,.2RO))**?m«'i40, 

13000.**(-0,?42) 
ACCW ■ 3, * «PRFS - 1000.1*0,001 

5 223 « PRES - 3000.0 
2Z4 " ZZ3 
IF( ZZ4.LT. CrO) 224 ■ 0.0 
PUW ■  «7.5 ♦ 5.412*0)« <1.0+.00005* 224) 
VASW *   «31.5 + 3.5*0)*< 1.0 + .00005*223) 
IF < IOIA.EO.O) GO TO 10 
Z25  - (1.6* 0S1 -  ~»89)*TULS1 + (1.6* DS2 - .489)*TULS2 
ZZ6  • « .695«9AL1 - .1835)*TULAL1 + « ,695*DAL2 - .1855)*TULAL2 
TFWS1 * .293*"iUlS!*(.430 + .«8*CDS1-.5))**? 
TFWS2».293*TULS2*«.430+,98*«DS2-,5)!**2 
TFWAL2".293»TULAL2*(.430+.8**(DAL2-.5))»*2 
TFWALl«.293*TULAll*(.430+.8ft*(DAU-.5))*»2 
TUFLW ■ (TFWS1 +TFWS2)*(1. ♦ 2,4*10,*'* (-9, ) *« 224 I **2 ) + TFWALl ♦ 

1FWAL2 
REW « 1.8 ♦ .219*TUFlW 

10 ACTW«.96*«ZZ2+3.3*«AREA-3.20)+.95*(PRES»3000,)/lOOOe+le20*iR-5.0 
TUW >  225* (1.0 ♦ ,00012* 224) + 2Z6 
XMLW - 108. 
TOTW-PUW +ACCW* 4,0*VASW ♦ TUW + REW ♦ 4.0*ACTW ♦ XMLW 
IF «IFPFLG.EQ. 0) TNOMW  ■ TOTW 
IF i    (TOTW.LE.WMX).AND.(TOTW.GE.WMN)»  GO TO 15 
IFRFLG ■ 1 
WRITE (6.25) 

15 RETURN 
25 FORMAT (1H ♦ 10X. 20HWEIGHT OUT OF UNITS ) 

END 

we160000 
WEIGOOOS 
weiGOocx 
WEIG9006 
WEIG0009 
WEIG0012 
WEIG001» 
M'eiGoeu 

WEIG0021 
WEIG0022 
WEIG007S 
WEIG0024 
WEIG0027 
WEIGOOSO 
WEIG0033 
WEIG0016 

)) 
WEIG0051 

) 
WEIG0055 

WEIG0060 
WEIG0066 
WE1G0069 
WEIG0072 
WEIG0075 
WEIG0078 
WCIG0081 
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-IT FOR COST 
SUBROUTINE COST C0ST0QOO 
COMMON /DATA/ A! IS! »CNX»CMN.DUMJ«} »TUUU»TUt.Ai.2.TUL81#TUt.Sa COSY0008 
COMMON /FLS/ IFPFL6»IEÄFt.6»IDtA CQS7Ö30* 
COMMON /{NTM/ OSl»0S2tDALl*0AL2»O*PRES*AREA*R»ACTDR»TUFLW COSTäOO* 
COMMON /OUP/ TOTW.TOTC COSTÖOU 
COMMON /NOMI/ TNOMW.THQMC COSTOOIS 
IF «lFPFLG.NFb 0> 60 TO 3 COSTOOJS 
ACCC » 150.0 cosrooii 
VAPC - 7300.0 C05T002* 

3 PUC ■ 1*00,0 * 123.2» 0 C05TC3?7 
IF ( IDIA ,EQ. 0) 60 TO 10 COSTOCJ© 
IDIA - 0 CCST90» 
REC «245.0+  .91*  JFLW COSTOOJfe 
2Z1 ■ 1.5 •« DS1«TULS1 ♦ DS2*TULS21 COSTOOB* 
ZZ2 ■  .222 *< DAL1*TULAL1 + DAL2*TULAL2> C05T0062 

1C 225 • PRES - 3000,0 £0S?00%5 
IF ( ZZ3 .LT. 0.0)  ZZ3 » 0.0 COSTOOJS 
TUC ■ 2Z1»{ 1.0 ♦ .00013*ZZ3) ♦ 2Z2 C05T0051 
TOTC • ACCC + VAPC ♦ PUC ♦ REC «• TUC C0ST00S4 
IF ( IFPFLG .EO. Oj  7N0MC « TOTC COSTO097 
IF ( <TOTC.LE.CMX».AND.«TOTC.6E.CMN)} 60 TO 13                  COSTCO60 
IERFLG • 1 C0ST006S 
WR!TE <6.?5) COST0066 

13 RETURN C0ST00&9 
23 FORMAT <1H .lOX, 1BHC0ST OUT OF LIMITS ) C0ST0072 

END COST0075 

<«fÄj|J';, 
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-IT FOR OYNPER 
SUBROUTINE DYNPFR OYNPOOOO 
COMMON /DATA/ DUMI21)»DYPMXtDYPMN DYNPOOOS 

OYNP0006 

DVNP0012 
DYNPO01» 

122 

COMMON /FLG/ IFPFLG. IERFLG 
COMMON /INTM/ DUM2«5>.PRES»AR£A iR 
COMMON /OUP/  DUM3U) »TOTDYP 
COMMON /NOMI/ DUM«.U)*TNOMDY 
V*   » 10. 
CYE ■ AREA »*0.41*PRES»*0.88/0„ 0019 
FLY • 120. 
FLE ■ -61P.',FLT+138500».*(2.«P(l?.ES/3*)»*.l0e2 
SE  o FLE * CYE/(FLF + CYE) 
SIGM - 40./57.3 
AYE - 4?0. 
WN ■ SORT (2,» 8E •ARFA*P/(SIGM • AYE>) 
TOTDYP - 1,-E«P(-,25*(WR-0.1*WN>) 
IFITOTDYP.LT.0.0) TOTDYP > 0.0 
IF(TOTOYP.GT.l.O) TOTDYP ■ 1.0 

12 IF (IFPFLG.EO. 0) TNOMDY « TOTDYP                               DYNP002* 
IF f (TOTDYP .LE. DYPMX).AND.(TOTDYP .Gfc, DYPMN»)  GO TO 15      DYNP0027 
IERFLG « 1 DYNP0030 
WRITE <<S»20) DYNP0033 

15 RETURN 0YNP0036 
20 FORMAT IIP . lOX. 23HDYN. PER. OUT Or LIMITS»                    DYNP00J9 

END DYNP0042 



-n FOR VOLUMF 
SUBROUTINE VOLUMF 
COMMON /DATA/ AUTlt 

/PLG/ 
/INTM/ 
/OUP/ 
/MOM!/ 

COMMON 
COMMON 
COMMON 
COMMON 
IF I IFPFLG .N£. 01 60 
III   • ,05?556 • DELMX 

5 PUV ■ AO.O ♦ 199.7 • 0 
IF I PUV «LE. PUVMXi  GO TO 10 
WriTF C 6*50) PUV 
GO TO 18 

10 VeO ■  PUV ♦ 90*00 
RED -  ft.O ♦ «04 « TUFLW 
IF ( RED .LE. REDMX)  GO TO 15 
WRITE  (6*51) RED 
GO TO 18 

15 REL ■ 9.0 ♦  «18 • TUFLW 
IF t   REL «LE. RELMXI GO TO 20 
WRITE  (6*52) REL 

18 IERFLG  - 1 
TOTV > O.C 
RETURN 

20 ACTL ■  ZZ1 • R ♦ 11.0 
IF < IFPFLG .NE. 0)  GO TO 21 
VEON • 2.C « VEO 
REDN ■ 2.0 * RED 
RELN ■ 2.0 • REL 
ACTLN ■ 2,0 • ACTL 

21 IF(5.6  - R)   2?.23.24 
22 SGN  •  -1. 

PUVMXp  REDMX.  DUM(IO)*  DELMX»  DUM1(7)»RELMX 
IFPFLG*   IERFLG 
DUM2C,)•  Q.PRES.AREA.R.ACTDP»TUFLW 
TOTW.TOTC.TOTV 
TNOMW.TNOMC.TNOMV 

TO  5 

GO  TO 25 
23  SGN 

2* 
25 

50 
51 
52 

GO TO 25 
SGN  ■   1. 
TOTV >  VEO/VEON 
IF   (IFPFLG  .EO. 
RETURN 
FORMAT   (1H 
FORMAT   (1H 
FORMAT   (1H 
END 

VObUOOOO 
VOOJOOOJ 
VOÜJOOO« 
VOwUOOO« 
VOwUOOU 
V0OI0015 
VOwUOOU 
V0..U0021 
V0wU002* 
V0*.U0Q21 
VOi.UOO$0 
VOtUOO« 
VOwUOOM 
V0wU00S9 
VOO/0042 
VOwUCOtj» 
VCfcU00*f 
VOwUOOSl 
VOwUOOS« 
VOOJ0057 
VOvUOOiO 
VOwU006J 
VO*U0066 
V0i.U0069 
VOkU0072 
VOwU0079 
V0OJ0078 
VObUOOSl 
VOO/008* 

♦  RED/REDN 
0)     TNOMV 

♦ REL/RELN 
»   TOTV 

♦ ACTL/ACTLN ♦   .125«(1.-SGN) 

10X* 
10X. 
10X. 

6MPUV 
6HRED 
6HREL 

F8.2» 12H EXCEEDS MAX ) 
F8.2* 12H EXCEEDS MAX > 
F8.2t 12H EXCEEDS MAX ) 

V0OJ008I 
VOkUOOtO 
VOtUOOf) 
V0wU009* 
V0wU0099 
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-IT FOR RELIAB 
SUBROUTINE RELIAB 
COMMON /DATA/ DUM<19>. RMAX 
COMMON /FIG/  IFPFLG» IERFLG 
COMMON /JNTM/ DUM1U»» 0« PRE3 
COMMON /OUP/ DUM2(1). TOT« 
COMMON /NOMI/ OUMKD.TNOMR 
IF (IFPFLG .Nf, 0»  GO TO 20 
ACCR » 12»3 
RER * 16.0 
TUR « 44.0 
VAPR « 16.0 
PTOTR « ACCR ♦ RER + TUR + VAPR 

20 PUR *  465.0 ♦ O.Oin * PRFS • Q 
TOTR « PTOTR ♦ PUn 
IF  ( IFPFLG .FQ„ 0)  TNOMR > TOTR 
IF ( TOTR ,LE. RMAX!  GO TO 30 
IFRFLG « 1 
WRITF <6i40) 

30 RETURN 
40 FORMAT (1H tlOXi23HRELIABILITY EXCEEDS MAX ) 

END 

REvlOOOO 
REwIOOOS 
REwI0006 
RE..I0009 
REw!00l2 
RE»-I001J 
RJEwIOOl« 
REwIOO?l 
REuI0024 
RE..J0027 
REulOOJO 
RfwI0033 
REwI0036 
»EwI0019 
REu10042 
REwI004» 
REw!0C48 
REwIOOSl 
Rfw!0034 
REwI0057 
RE0IOO6O 
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XQT MAIN 
30(30,0 2000.0 7.5 250.0 »0.5 

1.0 0.75 0.75 0.625 0.75 
0*0 99999.999 0.0 99999.999 99999,99 

40,0 0.0 0*0 0,0 185.0 
«0,0 «CO 48000.0 30.0 15.0 
5.0 0.0 99999.999 

17 S 

i*0      0,75  DATA0001 
0.625 999990999 OATA0002 

»99.999    0.0   ÖATAOOOS 
40.0    185.0   DATAQOO* 
25.C     25,0   0ATAPC05 

0ATAC006 

m 
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APPENDIX IV I 
i 

NO.   2 COMPUTER PROGRAM 

1. RANDOM AND ADAPTIVE RANDOM SEARCH 

before proceeding to the details of the computer mechanization,   a brief 
mathematical description of the searching techniques is given.    More details 
fre presented in Reference 8. 

2. RANDOM OPTIMIZATION METHOD 

The random optimization method will be described,  using tie notation in the 
statement of the problem in Section III.    If u{l) denotes the initial parameter 
set of the system,   the performance index corresponding to this state will be 
denoted by P, I. (1).     Let £ be an n-dimensional normal ranciom vector with 
zero mean value and unit correlation matrix.    Compute the P. L  at the ran- 
dom parameter vector u(l) + £(1) and call the corresponding random step a 
success if 

P.I. [u(l) + £(l)j   >   P.L (1) + •_ 

for an c_ chosen a priori.    Otherwise,  the random step is called a failure. 
Depending on whether the first random step is a success or failure,   the 
parameter vector u(2) is defined as follows: 

u(2)   =   u(l) +£(1)   for a success 

u(2)   s   u(l)   for a failure 

Next,  the performance criterion is computed at the random parameter 
vector u(2) + £(2),   and the procedure is repeated.    The recursive relation- 
ship atthe k*h random step is seen to be:   (1) compute P. L [u(k) + £{k)], 
(2) is P. L [u(k) + 6(k)j  > P. L fu(k)] + *_,    (3) if step 2 is a success, define 
u(k + 1) = u^k) + £(k),  if not u(k" + 1) « u(k).    By continuing this process, a 
random sequence of states u(k) is obtained.    The convergence of this 
sequence to the optimal state is guaranteed. 

3.    ADAPTIVE RANDOM OPTIMIZATION METHOD 

The adaptive random optimization method is esfc-atially the same as the 
method just described.    To speed the convergence to the optimum system, 
however,  the random vector is chosen in a slightly different manner.    The 
mean of the random vector and its variance will be varied according tc past 
A «*•» *»-«4 m«««. A     *•/    *V A     n«»«M«li..»{An     «•%«• ."* ~ A 4. . «a A •        *U • *    tm 4 m Si w. *»     *     «• « •« A .-. .-n     M%W 0\ .* A m » 

£<k)   «   c(k) + T(k) £(k) 

where d(k) is the mean value of £(k), and T(k) is a transformation matrix 
operating on the random vector J(k) i 
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Once the random process J^(k) is defined,   it is used in the same manner as 
the random vector was used in the random search method.    All that remains 
is to describe calculation of the random process.   If the first step is to be taken 
in a truly random manner,   the initial value of the mean value vector should 
be zero.    If the initial step was a success,  then the mean value of the second 
step is chosen to bias the choice of the random step in the same direction, 

That is, 

d(2)   =    cjid). 

If the initial step was a failure,  the mean value of the second step remains 
zero or is chosen so as to ensure motion in the opposite direction.     The 
recursion relation for the k«1 random step is defined to be 

d(k + 1)   =   C()d(k) + c^(k) 

where c„ and c,  satisfy the following conditions 

0 £ c0 < l,   Cj 2 0,   c.Q + Cj > 1 

when 

PI(k) >PI(k - 1) + t_ 

0 < cQ < 1,   Cj < 0,   /cQ TC]/<1 

when 

PI(k) < PI(k -  1) + <_. 

Updating the mean value in the manner described above increases the prob- 
ability of a successful step,   because it coincides with the direction of expected 
increase of the performance index.    It also lengthens the random step and 
speeds up the process of finding the optimal system.   Douglas has experienced 
success in applying this technique and has developed an algorithm for updating 
variance of the random process similar to the technique described above for 
updating the mean value.    The results of this work are discussed in 
References J and 2. 

4.    DESCRIPTION OF THE ADAPTIVE RANDOM SEARCH ROUTINE 

The cuuiyuici jjiugj.m used essentially the sirr.t format that \va- ussd ir. the 
fixed-grid program.    The subroutines used to evaluate the cost functions 
were identical.    The main program was changed to incorporate the random 
search technique,    In addition,   it was found to be simpler to incorporate the 
design of the nominal system into the main program. 
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The flow diagram phown in Figure 13 shows the logic of the routine.    The 
listing that follows (No. 2 Program) is only for the main program and shows 
how the mathematical description of the adaptive random nearch routine was 
incorporated into the program.    Random numbers were selected for all of the 
independent variables (pressure,  area,  moment arm, and four tube sizes). 
Given this selection, this set had to be tested to ensure that it was compatible 
with the design requirements,  such as,  static hinge moment, flow at -40 *F, 
and dynamic hinge moment  If all of the tests were passed,  the parameter set 
was used to calculate the P. I. ;  if not,  a new est of parameters wer« «elected 
and the process repeated.    The old set was claused as unsuccessful for the 
purpose of updating the adaptive feature of the routine. 

Unsuccessful trials were counted at three places in the program:   (1) if the 
hinge-moment test (ARTEST) failed;   (2) if the -40* F flow requirement Tailed; 
(3) if the P. I. failed to exceed the stored P. I.   by i.    If the count in any of 
these thre"? places exceeded constants chosen a priori, the run was halted. 
Tests 1 and c were incorporated to halt the program if it reached a situation 
where it could not pass any of the tests.    After the initial program was oper- 
ating properly,  this situation was never encountered. 
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LISTING FOR NO.  2 COMPUTER PROGRAM 

OPTIMAL OfcSIGN OF  AN  ACTUATING SYSTEM 
DIMENSION FJS(6),RN(7»»OLÖOITI»O40XI7)«017» 

MAINOOOO 

MAING006 
MAIN0009 
NAIN0012 

NAIN0018 

COMMON /DATA/ A<38) 
COMMON /NOMI/ TNONH ,TNOMC,TNOMV,TN0MR,TNOMOt' «TNOHEN 
COMMON /OUP/  TOTW,TOTC»TUTV,TUTR,T0TDVP,TOTENV 
COMMON /FIG/ IFPFLG,IERFL6 
COMMON tlHin/  DS1,0S2*0AL1,0AL2, 0« PRFS«AREA,R,ACTDP,TUFLM,ANORM 
EQUIVALENCE (A12i,PNI«IA(4),PB),«A( 5) ,RM), 
l(Atl5),*B),IA(17>,AM),(AI23),AB),«A<26l,TULALl)«U<27),TULAL2i, 
2<A<28>,rULSl),<A(29),TULS2>,<A(30t,DELNX>,<A(31),HM) 
WRITE 14,553) MMN0023 
REAO (»«5001 (All),1-1,38» NAIN0024 
WRITE 16,5501 lAl I)»1-1,381 MAIN0027 
WRITE 16(555) MAIN0034 
IFPFLG > 0 MAIW0042 
IERFLG - 0 NAIN0045 
NARK > 15 
PIi)f - 0.0 
NO • 0 
NUM ■ 0 
KOUNT ■ 0 
PRES • All) 
R • A(3I 
0S1-AI8) 
DS2-AI12) 
0ALI-AI6I 
0AL2-AI10) 

! AREA • HN/IPRES* Rl NONS0021 
ANORN • AREA NOMS0I21 
228 - PRES - 3000. 
IF(22S.LT.O.O) Z28 -0.0 
£21 -  .001705*1 TULS1*(0S1)**<-.93I*<1.».0002*2281**2 ♦ TULAL1*« 
10ALl»**l-4.93)) 
222 «  .001705*1 TULS2*<D$2l**<-4i93t*(l.».0002*2Z8)**2 ♦ TULAL2*( 
10AL2)**«-4.93)) 
225 •  ,004533*DELNX NOMSOOll 
0 » Z29*AREA*R NONS00V3 
223 • 14.4* Q)**1.7S NOMS0045 
TUOP - £21*I8.8*Q)**1.75 ♦ 222*223 NONS0048 
TU0P2 - 221* 223 ♦ 222 *(2.2*0)**1.75 NOMS0051 
ACTOP « PRES - .25*1 PRES - TUOP ) - IU0P2 NQNS005* 
224 ■ « .7S*PRES - ACTJP) 
IF (224.LE.100.0) GO TO 30 NOMS006/ 
PRES - PRES ♦ 224/ 2.0 NONS0063 

NOMS0066 

«« 

GO TO 2 
00 16 J-1,7 
SUM 12 - 0.0 
00 15 !*1,12 
CALL RAN0N1 I MARX, X) 
RANO • X 
SUM12 - SUM 12 «> RJ INO 
rnuriunt 

£6 
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RNIJ) • SUN12 -6.0 
0(J) « CO* OtOD(J) ♦ Ct • OLOX(J) 
OLOOCJ) » OUt 
RNIJI « OU) ♦ RNIJ) 
OLOX(J) « RNIJ! 
CONTINUE 
PRES » PRES «• RNUI* 
R • R ♦ RNJ2) * RN 
AREA • AREA ♦ RN|3)* 

PM 

AM 



ARTEST«PRES  «AKEA'R 
IFURTEST.LT.HMI  CO  TO 220 
PART  -  0.0 
DS1-AI8J 
IFIRNUI.LT.PARTI   DSI-AC9I 
CS2»A<12) 
IFfRN(5).LT.PARTI   0S2«A< 111 
DAL1«A(6I 
IHRN16I.LT.PARTI   DAL1-A1TI 
0 AL 2-Al 101 
IF1RNI7I.LT.PART)   0AL2»A(UI 

23 221  -  .3366*1   TULS1*(0S1»**l-3.981*11.*.0002*228l**2   ♦  TULAL1*(0AL 
lll**l-3.9«ll 
122  -  .3366*1   TULS2*I0S2I**I-3„98I*I1.*.0002*ZZ8I**2   *   TUIAL2*«DAL 

121**1-3.9811 
225  »     .004543*D£LNX N0MS9011 
0  -  ZZS*AREA*R N0N$0043 

25  TU0P6       >     Q*  I   2.2*ZZl   ♦  2221 NAIN01& 
IFIPRES.LT.TU0P4I   CO  TO 222 
221   •     .001705*1   TULSl»10SU**l-6.93t*(L*.000i*ZZBI**2  ♦   TULAL1*! 

1DAL1I**(~4.931) 
2Z2  •     .001705*1   TULS2*(DS2)**(-4.93l*(l.*.0003*22e»**2  ♦  TULAL2«! 

1DAL2I**4-4.93)I 
223 •  16.6* Ql**1.75 M0HSO065 
TUOP • 2Zl*(B.8*QI**l.T5 ♦ 222*223 NQNS0048 
TU0P2  ■ Z21* ZZ3 ♦ ZZ2 *I2.2*QI«*1.75 NQNS0CS1 
ACTOP - PRES - .25*1 PRES - TUOP I - TUDP2 NQNS0054 
iFtl.75*HM-1000.l-ACTDP*AREA*R) 30,30,356 

30 WRITE 16*5561  PRES,AREA, Q, TUOP*TU0P2*ACTOP*R 
WRITE 46*5601 (01 It,I»l,/t*IRNt JI,J«U7) 
NO • 0 
NU* « 0 
CALL WEICHT NA3N013t 
IFI IERFLG .EQ. 01 GO TO 35 HAINO161 

32 PIOX • 0.0 NAIN0I66 
IERFLG - 0 MAIN0167 
IF IIFPFLC «EQ. 01 GO TO 210 MAINO168 
GO TO 356 

35 CALL COST NAIN01S0 
IF I IERFLG .NE. 0) GO TO 32 NAIN0152 
CALL OVNPER NAINU52 
IF ( IERFLG «NE. 01 GO TO 32 MAIN2152 
CALL VOLUME 
IF ( IERFLG .NE. 01 GO TO 32 
CALL  RELIAB 
IF f   IERFLG .NE.  0  I  CO TO 32 
IFPFLC -   IFPFiG ♦  1 

110 PIOX  • 0.0 NAIN0153 
FJSI1I  "   1.0 - TOTW/I2.0*TNONMI MA'W156 
FJS12I   •   1.0 -   TOTC/C2.0*TNOWCI NIIN1156 
FJS13I  «   1. - T0T07P 
FJSU1*  1.0-TQTV/(2.-0*TN0NVI 
FJS15I  •   1.0 -  TOTR/   (2.0 *  TNOMRt 
00     112     II   -  1,5 NAIN6156 
IF   IIFJSIIII.LT.  O.OI.OR.lFJSIIII.GT.l.OII  GO  TO  115 MAIN71S4 

*>2 CONTINUE MA I MS 154 
00     113     II  •  1*5 MAIN91S4 

113 PIOX «    PIOX ♦    A(tt*31l*fJSCIII NAIN0155 
POT«  PIOI   ♦ 0.02 
IFIPIOX.GF..POT)  GO TO  114 
CO -0.6 
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Cl  » 
KOUNT 
PRES 
R  •   ? 
AREA 

■0.7 
» KOUNT 

■   PRES  - 
• RNI2I 

•  AREA  - 

* 1 
RN(i) 
* RN 
RN(3I 

*   PK 

*  AN 
IFtKOUNT.EC. 
CO   TO   US 

114 Pit)/.  - PIOX 
CO   -0,9 
Cl   »0.2 
KOMMT  »  0 

115 ll-l 
IHOSl.EQ.0.7501 
IJ-l 
IFIDS2.€0.0.62«) 
IK-1 
(FIOAll.EQ.0.750) 
Il«l 
IF(DAL2.EQ.0.tj5) 
WRITE     (6,5521 
IFdFPFLG.NE.D 
»101*0.0 
CO   165 K  «   1,7 
OLOOUI   -   0.0 
OLOX(K)   -   0.0 

165 CONTINUE 
PRES - 6817. 
AREA * 3.19 
R - 7.7 
CO TO 23 

46*5511 

5001 GO TO 210 

u-2 

IJ«2 

IK-2 

lL-2 
U.Ii ,11,IK, 
CO TQ 4 

P:DX,TOTW,TOTC,TQTOVP,TOTV,TOTR NA!M015.> 

PIOI 

221 
22? 

mm,i"i,7»,iRNu».j-i,7i 
GO TO 356 

II-2 

WRITE 
STOP 

220 WRITE 16.5561 PRES,AREA,R 
NO «NO»I 
WRITE (6,5601 
IF(MO.N£.60I 
STOP 

IFfOSl.EQ.0.7501 
IJ-l 
IF(0S2.EC.0.625» IJ-2 
IK-1 
IFtCAU.EQ. 0.7501   IK-2 
IL-l 
IF(0AL2.EQ.0.6251   U-2 
WRITE   (6*5571   IJ»IL,II,IK»   PAET,A«EA,R 
NUN  -NUN  +   1 
IFINUN.NE.tOI  GO  TO  356 
GO   TO  221 

356  PRES  -  PRES  - RMll   *  PM 
R   •  R -  AM(2I   *  RN 
AREA «  AREA  -  RN(3t   *  AN 
CO  -0.6 
Cl   • -0.7 
GO   70 ♦ 

'-") FORNAT  <   7Fk0v3   I 
J FOANATUH0,47X,10HINPUT  0ATA////13M  P  «ON 
1P10.3,10H  R  NON     -   F10.3,8H  P8       -   F10.3.3H  RN       • 
2F10.3//13M  0AL11 - F10.3,UH DAL12       -  F10.3,IOH OSU        ■ 
3F10.3,10H  OSl»       -  F10.3,UH  0AL21        - F10.3,11H  DA122       -   F10. 
♦ 13H  0S21 «   F10.3.UH  0S22 >  F10.3.10H  W  NAX     •  F10..'', 

132 

MAIN019S 

- FiO„3,»H PN 
«Af*0198 
NAIN0204 
NAIW207 
NAING230 

3//HAIW213 
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58H AB « FlO.3.UH C MAX * F10o3,3H AN - F10.3, //13)H P'JV NAXNAIN0219 
6       «   FiQ.3,llM RED MAX  • ?'.«).3»IQH R MAX    *  F10„3,10H  R HIN    » NAIN0222 
TF10.1.UH  DYP  MAX  »  F10.3.      8H  J»B       •   F10.3,   //13M  ENV  MAX       - NAIN022S 
8F10.J.11H ENV HIN ■ F10.3. OH TULAL1 « F10.3«.lOH TULAL2 « Fl0.3t NAIN0228 
911H TULSl - F10.3»11H TUIS2 * F10.3//13H DELTA MAX • Fl0,3f MAIN023I 
UIH  HN ■  F10.3.10H  WTFk        -  FlG.3,i0H COSTF2   • FlO.StUH OVPFMAIN023Z 
23       ■  F10.3//13H VOLF* -  M0.3,UH  RELf 5       « F10.3,lOH ENVF6    NAIN1232 
3« F10.3tllH AEL  MAX » F10.3) NAIN2232 

551 F0RNATUHC,4TX.28H  THE   STORED   VALUE   OF   P.I,   *  F10.3I 
552 FORNAT   (IK   ,   6H  CASE   *Ilf6X«7HP.Ic   *   F7.2,3X,5H*f   • F«.1,3XSTMfJST 
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553 FORNAT   UHl«   %0X,   24HOPTINAL   ACTUATING   SYSTEM     I NA1N0241 
554 FORNATUHO,   8H  PRES   ■  F10.3»   8H  AREA  •   FlvJ.3»   5H Q  -  Fl0.3t NQKS0075 

19H  TUOP     ■   F10.3.50H  TUOP2     «   FIQ.3,9H   ACt'DP  ■  FL0.3,5H R   »   FiO.31 
555 FORNATIIH1,34X»25HCASE -  DS2.0AL2.DS1,OALt   I NAIN1243 
556 FORNAT   (1H0.8H PRES   ■  F10.3,   8H   AREA  *   F10.3f   5H R  «   FIO.3» 
557 FORNAT   (1M0»6H CASE  Ml.6X.8H   PRES  -   F10.3,   8H   AREA -   F10.3, 

15H  R  ■  FIO.31 
560  FORNAT   JIH   »3H7DS   7F8.2,5X,*H7RNS  7F8.2I 
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